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Young WIid West and ·- the Mad Miner
OR, ARIETIA AND THE SECRET OF THE CLIFFS
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Our Friends Hear of the Mad
Miner.

"No, I sartinly never heard anything bad about
you. But I've heard a lot that don't seem that
it's possible to be true."
"Prospectin', I s'pose?" said big Joe Edwards,
"That's all right. You mustn't believe all you
the recognized leader at Bone Dust Camp.
hear."
The remark was addressed to Young Wild
::you're only a boy, too."
est, the well-known boy hero and champion
Pretty much of a man, I reckon, though I
:adshot of the West. The scene was .at the haven't quite turned twenty-.one. But give me
mouth of a wide gulch that divided the mountain time, and it will be all right."
in the extreme western part of Colorado. The
"I reckon you're big enough, and you sartinly
time: a few years ago when that region was in a look as if you're about as strong as any ordinary
far less settled condition than at the present. It man, anyhow. Of course I ain't meanin' myself,
was near the close of a fine day in the early fall. 'cause I'm what you kin call a big feller. I'm six
The leaves on the trees and bushes had taken on feet two an' weigh jest about two hundred."
a yellow and red tinge and the air was crisp with
"You're a powerful man, Mr.·Edwards."
freshness. Young Wild West and the friends
"Call me Joe. It ain't the style to put a handle
who traveled with him in search of excitement afore a feller's name, not here in Bone Dust
and adventure had just pitched their camp near Camp, anyhow."
the mouth of the g·ulch, close to a collection of
"If it suits you that way, I'll call you Joe.
shanties. The young deatlshot had noticed a big, Shake. As I told you before, I'm glad to meet
raw-boned man coming toward the spot, and he you."
had left his companions and walked leisurely to
"Sartinly I'll shake with you, Young Wild
meet him.
West. Anyone oughter be proud to grip the hand
"No, we are not doing any prospecting just of the boy what's said to be the champion dead- w my friend," the boy said in answer to the shot of the West."
que;tion. "We just dropped around this way,
There was no question but that the big miner
and as there does not seem to be anything that was pleased to grip
of the boy, and the
might be called a hotel ovel' there, we thought we shake he gave it wasthea hand
warm one. Having done
would camp here. What is this place called?"
this, he turned and looked questioningly toward
"Bone Dust Camp, young feller. Ain't much of the camping spot,
where it seemed to be quite
a place, is it?"
busy just then.
"Nothing very large. What is the population?"
"Come over here, boys," the young deadshot
"Jest forty-seven. I know that's jest right called out.
'cause I count 'em every day or two. I'm their
A boy about his own age and a tall, athletic
leader here, an' my name is Joe Edwards."
man a trifle past thirty promptly left the horses
"Is that so? Well, I am glad to know you. My they had been looking after and walked to the
name is Young Wild West."
spot.
•
"What's that?" and the big miner started back,
"Joe Edwards," Young Wild West said, nodding
failing to notice the hand that was extended for to the miner, "I'll make vou acquainted with my
two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
a shake.
The handsome face of the dashing young dead"I've heard of 'em both," and the miner eagerly
shot became illumined with a smile instantly.
shook hands with them, seizing that of the scout
"What's the matter, Mr. Edwards?" he asked, first.
alcing in the cool and easy way that had
"Likely lookin' fellers, all of you," he ventured
helped make him famous. "Surprised to hear after a moment's silence. "Two boys an' a man.
Cheyenne Charlie sorter looks as if he's an oldmy name?"
· "Yes, I reckon that's jest it. I've heard of yer, · timer. 'Seems to me I've seen him afore, but it's
you know."
a long time ago."
"I hope you haven't heard anything bad 3bout
"Maybe it was around Cheyenne," the scout
said as he scrutinized the face of the man closer..
me."
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"Yes, that's jest where it was. My name is Joe
Edwards. Do you remember me?"
"Blamed if I don't. \,v hy, it's about fourteen
years ago since I seen you. You was keepin' a
whisky-mill in Cheyenne, wasn't you?" .
"That's me. But I got tired of that sort of
business, an' have been driftin' around a whole lot
ever since. Struck this here place about six
months ago, when there wasn't a shack here.
Only two or three ragged tents, which was owned
by some fellers what struck it putty rich jest
over there by the creek. They've got slianties
there now an' two of 'em is doin' mighty fine.
There was one, though," and the big miner shook
his head an<l look~cl solemn all at once, "what
went wrong. Got it here, you know," and he tapped his foreheacl significantly.
"Became cra:i:y, I suppose," Young Wild West
ventured.
"Worse than that. He went mad, an' he's been
mad ever since. Don't Jive in the camp, either.
No one knows jest where he does live, 'cause he
don't show himself sometimes for n ,week or two
at a time. But he's right here in the gulch," and
he jerked his thumb toward the broad cut that
ran between the mountains.
"What made the galoot go crazyf' Cheyenne
Charlie asked, showing that he was not a little
interested.
"Jest 'cause he struck a rich pocket of gold."
"A mighty funny thing to go crazy about."
"Well, we all allowed that it must have turned
his head. He had been one of the most unlucky
fellows what ever lived. an' strikin' it rich all in
a heap like that upset him so that he went stark,
ravin' mad. We call him the mad miner, an' we
always keep a good watch on him when he happens to come into camp. Not that we're afraid
of him hurtin' us, but there ,ain't never any .tellin' jest what· a mad feller will do if he takes a
notion. He's got sense enough left to buy things
at the store, usin' gold dust to pay for 'em. This
feller's name is Paul Brown. He must ha"l(e relations in some part of the world, but no one ain't
ever been able to find out who they are or where
they kin be found. I advised right' after I was
made leader of the camp to try an' find it out, so
they could be notified. Somethin' might be done
for the feller. He never says much when he
comes around, but now an' then he lets out a yell
an' tells us that there ain't nobody as will ever
learn the secret of the cliffs. Jest what that
means we do,n't know. But most likely he don't
know himself."
"What you say is quite interesting, Joe. Just
come over, and we'll introduce you to the girls.
Then, if you don't mind, you can tell all about the
mad miner. I am sure they will be pleased to
hear the story."
"I don't mind if I •do. I told some of the bovs
over at the Gray Horse Saloon that I was comin'
over here to sorter find out who you people was.
Noticin' that you had petticoats with you sorter
surprised us; not meanin' that it ain't a fit place
for women folks to be, 'cause there's just seven
women here what's the wives of good men, an'
there's three children, too. I was countin' em
all when I said the population was jest fortyseven."
.
"l see, Joe. I judge that there could hardlv
be any more living here by the few shanties. But
you have got a saloon here all right."

"Yes, it's called the Gray Horse. Buck Gibbons, the man what runs it, arrived here on an
old gray nag, an' the horse dropped dead rip- , .
on the very spot where the saloon now stands.
Buck allowed that he would name it after the
horse what brought him to the spot, an' he sar-tinly has been in luck ever since, 'cause he's
makin' money hand over fist. He don't git it air
from them what lives here, though. There's
strangers comin' an' goin' all the time. The stage
runs through here once a week an' fetches the
mail an' then takes what's to go out ag'in. The
store manages to keep stock enough for us all h
git what we want, an' I'm hopin' that in less than
a year from now we'll have a population of a
hundred or more. There ain't no use talkin',"
and the big miner lowered his voice to a whisper
and raised his forefinger, "there's plenty of gold
dust in these here parts. If a man's lucky enough
to find where it is it's all right. I'm thinkin' that
some day there'll be a mighty big town here, with
big smeltin' plants an' everything else that goes
with a big town. Maybe we'll have a school, too,
'cause there's bound to be kids comin' all the time,
an' when they grow up they want to have somethin' like an Jducation, which there ain't many
of us here has got."
.
"Joe, you talk like a very sensible man. Come
on nqw, and I'll make you acquainted with the
girls."
The young d\ •dshot started toward the camp;
ing spot, and
"girls," as he called them,
promptly steppe.... out, probably knowing pretty
well what was coming. Right here we may as
well mention that they were Arietta Murdock
the. golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wilct1
West; An:r;ia, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, and Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart. So much has, been written about the young
qeadshot and his f1iends that· it is not necessary
to go into any further details -regarding them.
But there were two Chinamen there, too. They
were employed in the capacity of cook and handy
man, and were brothers, looking very much alike,
but being far different otherwise. Wing Wah
was the cook and Hop Wah was the handy man.
The latter was certainly a wonderful character~
since he was not only a born practical joker, but
a very clever magician. But more of him later
on. Big Joe Edwards was quickly introduced to
the girls, and he blushed like a schoolboy, for it
certainly was not his pleasure to meet pretty
girls very often.
"Now then, Mr. Edwards," Wild said, nodding
to him, "just tell us the story of the mad miner.
You needn't stetch it out very long, unless you
~are to. We have a little time on our hands while
the cook is fixing up the supper. The tents are
up, and it won't take the girls but a few minutes
to put things in readiness for us to sleep tonight.
That is about all there is to be done, since the
horses have already been looked after."
"There ain't an awful lot to tell," and the big
miner scratched his head thoughtfully and looked
at the ground. He sat down upon a rock that was
handy by, and then, while they all gathered about
him, with the exception of the two Chinamen, h-at
repeated what he had already told Young Wild
West and his partners and a little more.
, But it was the same thing in effect. Paul
Brown, a ragged and hungry prospector, had
struck the site that was now called Bone Dust
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C:imp, and after finding' a rich vein of gold, sud- the bad element ruled, they took delight in trying
denly became mad from joy. Since that time he , to straighten things out , assisting t he honest and
had been living somewhere in the gulch, though deserving, and, if necessary, punishing the guilty.
no one knew just where. The majority of the
Joe Edwards took off his hat and, bowing to
prospectors who had drifted there and staked the girls, said:
out claims were super stitious, and hence the mad"'Scuse me. Maybe I'll see you a little later.
man was given a rather wide berth. What he I must go an' tell the boys about you all. D_idn't
meant by referring to the secret of the cliffs none come here to prospect, eh, Young Wild West?"
of them knew, and they never made much com"No, Joe."
·
ment over it other than to speak about it when
"All right. I s'pose you ain't goin' to stay
Brown came into the camp and mentioned it.
very long, then."
~ "Wild,'~ the young deadshot's sweetheart said
"Not very long. We just struck the place by
~ she looked at him and shook her head, "someaccident, that's all. You see, we are always
J;hing ought to be done for the poor fellow. I am striking out through the most uninhabited parts,
sure that an expert physician might be able ' to just for the purpose of finding something to keep
restore him ~o his former self. Why can't we try us going. Haven't al).y bad redskins around here,
have you?"
and help him?"
"All right, little girl. If you f eel that way
"No, not that I knows of,'' and the miner shook
about it, I am sure we'll have to do something," his head and then looked !toward the group of
was the reply.
men who were waiting for him.
Arietta nodded and looked pleased, for experi"Outlaws or renegades ?"
ence had taught her that whenever Wild said he
"Yes, I s'pose we have got some of them around
was going to do a thing he generally accomplish- here. There's Phil Diamond, the gambler. He's
a peculiar sort of galoot, an' I've heard say that
ed it.
Joe Edwa rds shook his head when he heard the he's wanted for somethin' he done away up
boy say that he was going to try and do some- around Denver less than a year ago. But we
thing for the mad miner.
ain't got no proof of it, so as long as he behaves
"I reckon you won't make much headway in himself why it's all r ight."
_Jhat direction, Young Wild West," he declared
"I see. Well, all ri ght, Joe. After supper I'll
'")Oberly. "You can't even talk to Brown, let alone take a walk over and get acquainted with the
git him to put up an argument. He wouldn't stay men here."
by you long enough to let you say a dozen w01·ds.
Edwards looked pleased at this, and then again
He's off like a shot. Putty powerful fellow, too, bowing to all hands, he turned and walked rapidan' bein' mad, most likely he's got the strength ly away. Young Wild West and his companions
of a dozen men. I'm big enough an' strong enough stood there watching him, all of them somewhat
but I wouldn't want to git in a tussle with him amused, for they believed he was an honest,
nohow."
though rather ignorant man, and that he meant
"I certainly will do my best to avoid getting well. Just as they saw him reach the group and.
into a tussle with him, Joe. But we may find begin talking to them somewhat excitedly footsome way to get an opportunity to talk with him. steps were heard a short distance away. All
Such people -have lucid moments, you know, and hands turned in the direction, and then they beif we can happen to catch him at one of those held a rather tall, .muscular man walking swifttimes it might be all right."
ly along. His clothing was somewhat ragged, but
"Might be, but I don't know how you are goin' what was the most surprising about his appearfo ketch him."
ance was his hat. It was one of the ordinary felt
Just then the miner happened to look back to- son:ibreros, but in it was stuck a few feathers,
ard the shanties, and noticing that there were while on the front was fastened an ordinary mindozen or more men standing in a group, he er's lamp. Over his shoulder a strap was slung,
arose to his feet and added:
an·d from this was what seemed to be a camera
"I reckon I'd better go back. The boys is wait- or the case for one, rather. He paid no attentior{
in' to hear a r eport from me. I told 'em I'd walk at all to the strangers who had chosen the spot
over this way an' find out who you was."
as a camping site, put walked right on 1,traight
·
·
"Are the men here pretty good fellows as a for the mining camp.
rule?" Wild asked smilingly.
"There goes the mad miner, if I am not mis"Well, there's good an' bad here, jest the same taken," said Young Wild West.
as there is all over. But I happen to have the bad
ones under my .thumb putty well. They sorter respect me, an' I ain't had to shoot nobody yet in
order to make 'em good."
CHAPTER IL-Phil Diamond, the Gambler.
The man said this just as if he really meant
it and believed that it was 1·ight to shoot a man if
Straight on went the man wearing the hat with
he did not behave himself in a proper manner.
the miner's lamp attached and the scraggy disBut Young Wild West and his friends were not play of feathers -stuck in the band. If he was
at all surprised to hear him talk this way. They really mad, as Joe Edwards had told our friends,
traveled through the mining 1·egions so much that he certainly showed no signs of it just then. Howthey knew very well that in many places there ever, it appeared as if he was paying no atten~as nothing at all like law and order prevailing. tion to anything, but with a steady stride walked
This particular spot being far away from any straight for the mining camp. As he neared the
railroad line, isolated entirely, it might be said, group of miners they suddenly scattered a little
could hardly be expected to be 'fithin the law. and then withdrew from the spot where they had
But whenrver our friends struck a mining camp . been standing, coming close to the shanty which
where -it w, , case of "everyone for himself" and Young Wild West and his companions knew to be
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the Gray Horse Saloon. The man walked within
t.wenty feet of this building and then diagonally
crossed what might be called a stxeet to the store,
which he entered, not even looking behind him before doing so. .
"A mighty funny acting galoot, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observed with a shrug of his shoulders as the man disappeared within the store.
·"Don't seem •to be awful mad, though, does he?"
"Certainly not angry," was the reply. "But
that doesn't mean that he is not a madman, Charlie." ·
"Oh, I · know that.- 'I -reckon they've put the
wrong name to him, if that's the way he acts.
He's' jest a feller what's a littl~ loose in the upper story an' _don't pay no attention to anybody
else's bu~iness an' minds his own."
"We'll find o-q_t wp.~t 1,ort of a _feller he is later
on, I reckon."
The camp-fire had been started now, and there
being no breeze to speak of, the smoke was rising
al~st straight upward. Wing, the cook, had
swung the coffee-kettle over the blaze and turned
his ;;ittention to cutting off some steaks from a
hmmch of venison. The scout's wife, always ready
to assist him in getting something good to eat
for the party, was busy mixing up a- batch for
,biBcuits, and. while the rest were waiting the
general preparations went on without a halt. In
a few minutes the biscuits were shaped and ready
for baking, and then the two sheet-iron pans that
were useq to..form an oven were put to. use. The
cook heapM burning branches upon the one ·that
was .used fyr. ,,a c:over, and all that was necessary
now was to watch it so too much heat would not
con;ie tQ burn the. biscuits within. Ten minutes
'passed. and then Wing proceeded to boil the veni,
son, while Anna- looked after the baking herself.
. . . 1)-lien th_g ~est; . who were watching for the mad
'"'"< ~
m!riel tti··a:ppear, suddenly saw him emerge from ·: · ,"!;be store. He was carrying a bag now that was
.·:*"·,, )'fattl)"·fiU~d with_something, probably provisions.
• Quite a ·crowd of men had gathered in front of
the saloon, ·and they all looked at him in silence
as he J;lassed by them, and, following a sort of
' praotmh,_ pr.oc~ed_e_d in the direction he had come
f:

-..,, .. :. ··' ''Wi:lc( ) ~t's ;peak to him," Arietta suggested,

,,,

.,,

as she turned to the young deadsho.t. .
"All rigpt, Et," was the· reply. "Come on. I
reckon Wfl · are not afraid of him, ev:en if he i's a
crazy ma-n."
The two walked leisurely ou"t so they would be
sure to intercept him when he came. But the
mad man clid not even pause to look at them.
Sto,Pping _directly upon the path that wound it~
• ws.y along in ·the gulch, Wild artd his sweetheart
waited for him to com~ up. When he was within
ten feet of them he turned suddenly to the left to
, pass on.
Then Wild said:
"How are you, stranger?"
"Eh, what's that?"
As if he had not seen them before, the queerly
acting fellow paused and looked sharply at the
boy.
•"We are strangers here," Wild went on. "What
sort of n:,P.n are they who li:ve here at the mining camp'?"
"Ha!" came the suddel} exclamation, while the
man's face lit up with an exp1·ession of defiance .
"You're just like them all. You want to know

the secret of the cliffs. But you will never learn
it. Ha, ha, ha!"
The laugh he gave vent to was shrill and uncanny, and then he started at a faster pace and
hurried along the path, his gaze fixed straight
ahead.
"Et," the young deadshot said smilingly, "I
reckon our plan didn't work
He is not inclined
to talk, it seems. But there can be no mistake
about it. He is surely Paul .Brown, the fellow
who became crazed when he suddenly struck a
gold mine. By jingo! I forgot to ask Edwards
what became of the gold mine after tlris fello "
lost his .head and quit the camp."
''Oh, you can rest- assured that someone tool<'
charge of it. Probably Edwards has it himself,"
the girl answered.
"I'll find out something about that after sup· per. Now then, we'll watch this fellow and see
where he goes."
:. But it was only a couple- of minutes that they
were able to see the madman, for there were so
many rocks and hollows in the gulch that he
quickly disappeared from view.
"The next time I see him I certainly will follow him and see where he goes," the young deadshot declared. "But not now. Supper is nearly
ready, and, as usual, I am -ready to eat it."
"So am I, Wild," the girl answered smilingly.
"But I am puzzled somewhat over this. It seem
a shame that this man is living the way he is
when there may be a chance for him to be restored to his reason. He ma.y have a wife and
children somewhere who are mourning him as
dead."
"You are grea,tly interested in him, it seems,
little girl."
•
· ·
'
··
"I am, Wild. We must try and find out all
about him, and if)>ossible to do so we will cure
him of his queer actions, so he may enjoy the
benefits of the golq he discovered."
"If somebody else hasn't done it, . you mean,'~
and the young deadshot smilingly started for the
camp.
"Didn't make out very well, eh, Wild?" Cheyenne-Gharlie asked, sh-rugging his shoulders.
"Not v.ery well," was the reply.
"''I reckon the feller is as crp.zy a s a bedbug." "Rather peculiar in his actions, that's true."
"Well, there's lots of sich fellers in the world.
I don't s'pose there's any use . in us botherin' our
heads about him."
"But Arietta wants to try and help him."
"And he ought to be helped, too," and the scout
shook his head, for he was a bit superstitious
himself. "It don't pay to meddle with the busir1ess of :folks in his state of mind. I know enough
for that."
,
"But the secret of the cliffs he spoke about,"
. said Eloise Gardner. "What can the secret be ?"
"That is for us to find out,'' the young deadshot
answered. "Now take it easy, all of you. I reckon
we'll learn a little more by questioning the miners,
which I me;,i.n to <lo after we have had supper."
"Me wantee findee outtee something , so be,
Misler Wild." Hop Wah, the clever Cninee, dedared as he looked at the boy solemnly. " Me-~
velly smartee Chinee. Maybe me find ee outtee
somethling velly muchee quickee, so be."
"You're just about the one to either find out
. what the secret•is or e!se git yourself in a peek
of trouble. You're always meddlin' with some-
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The girls seemed to understand that they were
body else's business," the scout declared, as if 4e
to be left at the camp for a while.
were disgusted.
But they did not care, since there were no indi"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You nevee
cations of danger lurking near, unless it m1ght
mindee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Pshaw! I've been hearin' that from you ever come from the mad miner.
However, if such a remark had been made they
since the first time I set eyes on you. I know
you're ptetty smart in some things, but when it would have merely smiled.
Before the young deadshot and his partners
comes to findin' out the business of a crazy man
what's livin' alone somewhere on the side of the were ready to leave the camp Hop Wah, who had
mountain, I reckon you're goin' over the limit. finished his supper before this, slipped off unseen,
and it was not until he had nearly reached the
You jest let him alone, that's what I say."
Meanwhile Wing was going right ahead with shanty saloon that any of them saw him.
"There he goes! Bound to git to the whiskythe cooking process.
So many times had he done it that he could mill!" the scout exclaimed. "Jest had his supper,
keep just enough heat in the pans to brown bis- an' now I'll bet he'll put a big drink of tanglefoot in him jest as quick as he kin git it. Lookin'
cuits or muffins nicely.
Certainly he made no mistake about it this time, for somethin' in the way of fun, or maybe for the
for a f.ew minutes later, when the cover was re- chan~e to git in a game of draw poker, too. That
moved the biscuits were ready and fit to eat as heather will nlever reform, blamed if he will."
"I have long since giv.en up tryin' to reform
soon as they cooled a little.
There were two dozen of them, for the pans him, Charlie,"· Wild answered with a laugh. "You
know as well as I do that it would be impossible to
were quite large enough for the purpose.
Some of the venison :was already cooked and stop him from taking whisky now and then. But
he is such a valuable fellow that we simply have
piled upon a hot tin plate.
"Suppee leddy," the cook called · out as he got to put up with his failings!'
"Yes, he's mighty valuable at times, I'll admit,"
nodded his head to those standing about. "Me
gottee two more pieces of meat to fixee, and len Charlie answered, shaking his head. "I ain't forgot that he's saved my life a few times, though of
velythlin allee light."
. "Meanin' that we might as well set down an' course I've done the same for him. Hop ain't nostart on what's already cooked, - I reckon," thin' at fightin' at-all, but he kin do things what
Charlie observed. "All right Fetch along the grub, beats fightin' all hQller sometimes. He's all the
time sayin' that he's a smart Chinee, which is so
heathen."
- There was nothing there that could be used in true that nobody what knows him could say any·lieu of a table, so t,lley simply sat upon the -ihing different. I'll bet there ain't another heathen in the whole world what's half as smart as
ground and took the tin plates m their hands.
Then after having placed the venison over the he is, an' that's saying a whole lot, 'cause I've
coals, so it could be broiling while he was doing heard tell that there's about seven hundred
it, Wing quickly passed around what had been millions of 'em over- in China, an' that they live
like a lot of rats."
cooked.
''Some of them live upon rats, I've heard," Jim
Anna helped him by pouring out the coffee,
.
and then the sugar and butter was brought by said laughingly.
"But Hop draws the line on them things,"
her.
By the time she had done this her piece of Charlie declared. "He'll ketch 'em an' keep 'em in
steak was ready for her, and they all ate heartily, his pockets, an' all that kind of thing, but he won't
as they usually did, Wing being the last to get eat 'em, even if they was cooked in great shape."
"Me no eatee lats, too, so be," the cook declared,
his portion.
Wing always cooked an extra steak or two, and as he looked sharply at the scout. "In China me
when he had done this he ate his supper standing, eatee dog, so be, but me no likee velly muchee.
and appeared to enjoy -it as much as anyone else. Ledskins eatee dog, too. Ley likee velly muchee
Occasionally Wild and his partners looked over fat. Cookee fat dog in bigee pot, and makee velly
toward the shanty saloon, , where several :r,iiners muchee stew."
"That's all right, Wing," Charlie answered.
·could be seen loitering.
But no one seemed inclined to come over and "There ain't no need tellin' us all that, 'cause we
all know what redskins will· eat an' what they
visit the little camp.
This was probably due to the fact that Joe Ed- won't eat, too. I've seen more redskins in my
wards had explained who they were and what they - time than I could count if I was to set down an'
were doing there, and they were content to wait try it every night for seven weeks. I never seen
a ?.ood one, either. unless he happened to be dead."
until later to become acquainted.
'Come on, boys," the young deadshot spoke up.
When the supper was over with, Cheyenne
"I reckon the girls won't miss us for a while.
Charlie promptly started filling his pipe.
"Wait, Charlie," the young deadshot said. Wing will go to sleep as usual as soon as he has
"Don't light your pipe. We'll go over to the saloon cleared away the remains of the, supper. But that
don't matter. He won't amount to a great deal
·and have a cigar."
"Jest as you say, Wild. I've always got to as far as company's concerned if he remained
.
smoke right after eatin', unless there ain't no awake."
The cook grinned at this, out did not see fit to
ch~e to do it. A pipe suits me better than a
rnake -a retort.
ciga'r, but I reckon I'll take a change this time."
· Alt three of them smoked, though Wild and · The three walked leisurely from the camp, &nd ·
Jim never tasted anything· in the way of strong as they· were nearing the shanties, which were not
more than a hundred yard• frnm the spot, sev<lral
drink-
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men came around from the front of the saloon
and stood looking at them expectantly.
"Well, Young Wild- West," one of them called
out, as the trio arrived upon the scene, "what are
you doin' in these here parts? I'll bet you're
either lookin' for a gold mine, or are after a horse
thief or somethin' of the kind." ·
'·You're dead wron~, my friend," the young
deadshot answered, smilingly. "We simply arrived
here by a ccident. The fact is we didn't know of
the exist ence of Bone Dust Camp."
"ls that so? Never heard tell of the place
what's goin' to be a lively town in less than a
year?" asked another of the .men as he looked
at the boy doubtingly. "
_
"Never heard tell of Bofle Dust Camp," and the
young deadshot shook his head. "But say," he
add <)d, looking at the man who had spoken last,
"wlr.o gave the camp such a name ?t'
"I can't tell you exactly, but it sorter seems
that the first feller what located here after
strikin' a placer found bones, human bones, I
reckon, an' some of 'em had gone to dust. Soroethin' what was in the ground on the claim what
done it, I s'pose. Anyhow, there was bone dust
rhere. That's the way it come to git the name of
Bone Dust Camp. This here hotel is the Gray
Jlorse, you know. I'll tell you how it got it's
name."
"We have already heard that," the boy answered, interrupting him. "Joe Edwards told us
about it."
" Oh, is that so? Well, her.e comes Joe now.
He wa·s tellin' us all about you folks. He allowecf
that maybe you would show us some of your wonJerful shootin'."
"He did allow that much eh?"
"Yes. We asked him if he thought you would,
an' he said he was putty sure on it."
"All right; perhaps I may give you a little exhibition before I leave the camp:''
"You couldn't do it now, eh? It ain't dark yet,
;\LOU know."
''I don't know. What will I shoot at?"
,.
"Take a shot at yourself in a lookin' glass,"
came from a middle-aged fellow of medium height
and weight, who was standing a little in the
background.
"What's that, my . friend?" and the boy turned
sharply to him and looked him over quickly.
"If you can't find nothin' else to shoot at, shoot
at -you,rself in a lookin' glass, I said."
The speaker was anything but prepossessing in
his looks.
A big scar ran across his left cheek, and his
nose had been battered so that it was one-sided
and very much out of shape. He was rather
bold in appearance, too, and wore a belt that was
fairly bristling with weapons.
Three revolvers of various sizes and a couple
of knives were stuck there, and the display of
cartridges made him look to be a sort of walking
arsenal.
"Who is that fellow?" Wild asked of the man
he had been talking with when the interruption
came.
"That's Phil Diamond," came the reply.
"Oh, Phil Diamond, the gambler, eh?" and a
smile instantly showed upon the boy's face.
"You know me, eh?" came from Diamond, as he

stepped forward, the expression of his face
changing to one of surprise.
"You have got it wrong, for I never saw you
before. I don't know you, Mr. Diamond."
"Some one been talking about me, then?"
"Well, I'll tell ydu how it is. I happened to
ask Joe Edwards, your leader here, if there were
any bad characters around here. He said there
might be a few, and then he told us that there
was a fellow here who was quite a gambler, having the name of Phil Diamond."
"Meanin' that I was a bad character, eh?" ·.,
"Oh, no. He didn't say that. But I couldn't"
help thinking that you might be when I looked"
at you just now. So you advise me to take a
shot at myself in a looking-glass, eh?"
.
"Yes, if you can't find nothin' else to shoot at."
"Well, if I did that I would merely break the
glass, so I reckon I won't try it. You don't happen to have a mirror, do you?"
"I don't know that it's any of your business
whether I have or not," and Phil Diamond turned
curtly away, as if to enter the barroom of the
saloon.
"Hold on a minute, Mr. Di;:i.roond. l can't
understand why you are acting in this way. I
am sure you never saw me before, so you can't
have anything like a grudge against me."
"I never seen you afore, but I've heard so rouc~
about you that it made roe disgusted. I don't
believe you're half what they say you are. Champion Deadshot, eh? Why,• a kid like you ain't
old enough to have practice enough for that."
"I am not calling myself the Champion Deadshot. But I'll tell you that I can shoot pretty
straight and that I am not afraid to go up against
the best shot in the world."
"I'll bet you a hundred dollars that I kin make
a shot that you can't do,'.' the gambler said, suddenly.
"I'll take that bet," came from Cheyenne
Charlie, quickly, and immediately he produced
the money.
CHAPTER III.-Hop Outwits the Gambler.
As the scout accepted the gambler's offer to
make a wager, Wild quickly caught him by the
arm.
"Hold on, Charlie. Don't be too fast," he said,
coolly. "This fellow may be a first-class shot,
and might be that he is trying to work a catchbet."
·
"That's all right, Wild. He's willin' to bet a
hundred dollars that he kin make a shot what
you can't do. I'll take him up on it. I know
there ain't no one livin' as kin beat you out when
rt comes to shootin' with a rifle or revolver."
"Put up your money an' don't talk so much,"
came from Phil Diamond, and then he displayed
a big wad of bills, which looked somewhat out of
place · in that isolated part of the country.
"You gottee plenty money, so be."
It was Hop Wah who made the remark.
He had stepped from the saloon after havin~
enter ed it by a rear door, and he now stood
smiling at the. gambler.
"What's that, heathen?" came the query, and
a frown showed upon Phil Diamond's brow instantly.
"You gottee velly muchee money, so be."
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"That's none of your business. I'm s'pose to
have a big roll. I make my money by gamblin',
an' I don't care who knows it."
"Me makee plenty money lat way, too, so be."
The miners standing about grinned, and some
of them laughed audibly.
There was something rather comical about the
heathen, ·even though he apparently seemed to be
in great earnest.
'·Me gottee plenty money, too," Hop went on,
and then he drew a roll that was fully as large
the one the gambler was displaying.
He shook it over his head so every one might
~ee the money, and then quickly caused it to disappear in one of his secret pockets.
Then, as if he was not satisfied with having
shown the roll of bills, he drew a handful of
gold from another pocket, and held it close to
the gambler's face, ·
Phil Diamond's expression changed instantly,
and a sort of smile appeared on his face.
"You have got plenty of money, that's a fact,
heathen," he remarked. "But put it away. I
don't like to see a man with so much money as
that, especially. a heathen. If you was to lose
it I might git the blame for it. Somebdoy would
say I played poker with you an' took it from
you in that way."
"Me likee p\ay dlaw pokee, so be."
"You do, eh? Well, jest wait till I git through
with this little affair what's on the carpet now,
an' you kin have all the chance you want to play
poker with me. I make my livin' mostly at that
game."
"Allee light, me waitee, so be," and the Chinaman put away his money and stepped back.
The _ gambler looked around, and seeing Joe
Edwards there, nodded to hiin and said:
"You hold the stakes, will you?"
"I sartinly will," was the reply, and he stepped over and promptly took the hundred dollars
that was handed to him by Diamond.
Charlie then quickly passed him a hundred.
"Now- then," Diamond said, looking sharply at
the scout, while the vestige of a smile played about
his scarred face. I bet I can make a shot
hat Young Wild West can't do. Everybody
understands what I say, I reckon."
"I understand it all right. You can't make no
kind of a shot that he can't make."
"All right, we'll see about that. Are you ready,
Young Wild West?"
"Yes/' came the reply from the young deadshot.
"All right, then."
The. g-ambler turned and walked into the saloon,
and then came out with an empty whisky bottle.
He looked -around and then selected a rock that
was about thirty feet distant from where Wild
was standing, and placing the bottle there, he
came back and stood beside him.
"See that bottle, Young Wild West?" he asked.
"As I am not blind, I certanly must see it," was
the reply.
"All right, then. I'm go.jn' to smash that bote."
· "You don't call that much of a shot, do you?"
"Jest wait."
Diamond then selected one of the revolvers that
was hanging from his belt, and pushing out his
ri11"ht foot, raised it on a line with the bottle,
He took a quick aim and pulled the trigger.
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Crack!
As the repo1·t rang out the bottle was broken
into pieces.
"There!" he exclaimed, turning to the scout,
triumphantly. "I reckon I won the bet. Young
·Wild West can't do that, an' I know it."·
"He can't, eh? Jest git another bottle, an'
we'll see. Why, anybody could hit a bottle at
that distance."
"Hold on, my friend," and the gambler laughed
derisively. "You don't seem to understand how
the bet was made. I said I'd make a shot that
Young Wild West couldn't do. Now then, haven't
I done it? I smashed that bottle. How is Young
Wild West goin' to smash it when it's already
all in pieces'!"
A silence came over the crowd, and one or two
..
tittered.
"I thought there was some catch about it,
Charlie," the young deadshot said, smilingly. "If
you come right down to the way the wager was
made, you lose. I certainly can't break that same
bottle, unless somebody puts the pieces together,
which I hardly think worth while trying.".
"Do you call that a fair an' square bet?" the
scout asked, angrily, as he stepped toward the
gambler.
"I sartinly do. I put it plain enough, an' I'll
leave it to the crowd if I ain't the winner. Young
Wild West hasn't even got the chance to try an'
•
break the bottle. Ha, ha, ha!"
Charlie lost his temper completely then, and if
it had not been for Wild he certainly would hav.:e
tried to thrash the gambler.
But the young deadshot had a way of controlling him, and seizing him by both arms, he pushed
him back, at tlie same time .saying:
"Never mind. You have lost your hundred dollars. Let it go at that."
"I don't want to let it go at that, Wild. You
go ahead an' make a shot that beats what he
done, an' I'll be the winner."
"No, you won't, because he put it plainly. He
said he would make a shot that I couldn't do.
I can't make the same shot, anyhow. That's
sure."
"All right, I won't say no more about it, then.
But you kin bet that I'll git square on that measly
coyote. He ain't no good, an' I know it."
The scout · spoke loud enoue;h for Phil Diamond
to hear him, but no attention was paid to his
words.
"What will I do about it, Young Wild West?"
Joe Edwards asked, as he looked at the money
he was holding.
"Give the two hundred dollars to Diamond," was
the quick reply.
"That sounds real sensible!" the gambler ex~
claimed, as he reached over and took the money
from the stakeholder's hand.
Hop was taking it all in, and his cleverness
promptly came to the fore.
Really it amused him because the scout ha<t
lost a· hundred dollars, for there was a certaill
feeling between the two that never could quite
be settled.
The Chinaman was continually picking upon the
scout, who would retaliate, but seldom it was that
he got square with him. But on the other hand, .
if it came to a show-down, Charlie would risk
his life for the Chinaman, and vice-versa.
No doubt Hop felt that he was g~ng to show
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Charlie how superior he was to him in certain
things.
"Misler Charlie," he said, smiling blandl , "you
velly muchee foolee Melican man, so be. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Now you watchee."
"Shet up, heathen," Charlie gi·owled, for he
was still very much riled over what had happened.
"Whattee you namee ?" Hop asked, suddenly, as
he turned. to the gambler.
"It ain't none of your business," came the
quick reply. .
.
"See here, Phil," Joe Edwards said, somewhat
coaxingly, "what's the use of gittin' mad? This
Chinaman belongs to Young Wild West's party,
an' you kin bet he must be all right or he wouldn't
be with the Champion Deadshot."
"I don't care whose party he belongs to. If he
wfl,pts to play a game of draw poker with me
I'll break the rule by lettin' the heathen set at the
same table with me an' take a hand."
"Me play dlaw pokee pletty soonee," Hop answered, blandly. "But me likee bettee you some- ·
thling."
"You would like to bet me somethin', eh, heathen? All right, I'm game. I'm always 1·eady
to take a bet, when I think there's a chance of
winnin'."
"Very well. You standee light lere," and he
pointed to the spot where the gambler had stood
when he :fired the shot that broke the bottle to
pieces.
"You want me to stand right over there, eh?"
"Lat light."
"All right, I'll do it, 'cause I know you have
got a pile of money there, an' I'm expectin' that
you're goin' to make a bet with .me."
"Me makee bet veHy muchee quick."
As soon as Diamond had taken the position Hop
wanted him to, the clever Chinee produced an
empty bottle similar to that which had just been
broken, and said :
"Me bettee you two hundled dollee you no bleak
!is bottle. Me puttee on um lock over lere, and
you standee light where you are."
"Didn't you jest see me break a bottle, heathen?"
"Lat allee light. You no do lat two times, so
be."
"No, I couldn't break one twice, that's sure,"
and Diamond laughed and- shot a tantalizing
glance at the scout.
"Phil," spoke up Edwards, "most likely he
means that he don't believe ,you kin make sich
a shot twice in succession. "
"Oh, I know what he means," was the reply.
"Don't think I'm as big a fool as all that. I'll
bet you two hundred dollars that I kin break
that bottle if he puts it over in the same place
where the other was."
Joe Edwards stepped over, and the gambler,
without asking for any informatio n in regard to
the wager, counted out the required amount and
handed it over.
Hop was not long in counting it.
Then he started for the rock.
Close to the big rock was a smaller one, which
must have weighed at least forty pounds.
The clever Chinee laid the bottle on the ground,
and then picking up the smaller rock, placed it
upon the top of the big one.

Having done this, he put the bottle behind it,
so it could not be seen at all.
It was so simple that there was not a man there
who did not understand what the Chinaman was
getting at right away, and a burst of laughter
went up.
"Phil," said Edwards, a broad grin on his face,
"I sorter reckon the heathen has got the best of
you. How kin you break that bottle while you're
standin' rig~t where you a1·e?"
The face of the gambler fell.
Then an angry expression came in his eyes.
"I'll show you how to do that!" he exclai!llE"J ..
"I'll jest pull that stone off the rock."
"W aitee minute," Hop exclaimed, stepping i11
front of him and raising a hand. "You tellee
me you standee light !ere."
"He's got you," came from Buck Gibbons, the
proprietor of the saloon. "You fooled Young
Wild West, an' I reckon the heathen has fooled
you."
"No, he ain't fooled me, either. I won't allow
nothin' like this. I'm goin' to have that stone
took off the rock, so I kin git a chance at the
bottle. The bet was that I couldn't break another
bottle."
,
"See here, Diamond," Young Wild West said,
in his cool and easy way, as he . stepped up to
the angry man, "you're not a quitter, are you?"
"Quitter! What do you mean by that?"
"Why, you just flim-flammed Cheyenne Charlie,
a little while ago with a catch bet, and now you
are trying to ~et out of this one, because the
Chinaman outwitted you."
"I don't want to hear anything from you about
it, Young Wild West."
"Oh, you don't eh?"
"No, I don't. Jest keep dear of me or you'll
be sorry."
"I have never yet been sorry for not keeping
clear of a fellow of your stripe. Now then, I am
going to tell you right to your face if you don't
haul in your horns a littie bit, something will
happen to you. You hear what I say."
The look on the boy's face must have told the
gambler that he was treading upon dangerous
ground, for he quickly subsided.
"Oh I I forgot that I was up agin the Char. ·
pion Deadshot of the West. Of course, I ain't fool
enough to run the risk of gittin' a hole through
me. There ain't nothin' squa1·e about it, but let
the Chinaman have the money."
The words had scarcely left his lips when Joe
Edwards handed the stakes to the Chinaman.
As Hop accepted it he made a low bow to the
gambler and said:
"Velly muchee 'bligee.
Me velly smartee
Chinee. Now len, Misler Diamond, me showee
_you nicee lillee tlick."
Hop quickly made hi s way to the rock, and
after pushing the stone from it, picked up the
bottle and brought it back. This he placed upon
the ground, and a circle was at once fo1·med about
him.
Diamond was standing upon -t he same spot he
had taken when he was ready to make the shot.
Wild nnd Jim were upon his right, and qharli,-.
stood a little to the left with Joe Edwards.
The young deadshot and his partners knew that
Hop was working a scheme to get some more
money from the gambler, but they did not say a
1
word.
<
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They were well satisfied that P hil Diamond the bottle while you was coverin' it with a handwas a · cheat a nd a trickster, and if the China- kerchief, I s'pose."
man could get the best of him and t ake his money
"Lat allee light. You see lat um bottle no
from him it would serve him no more than right. havee something in it. Now me say um bootle
"You see lis bottle, Misler Diamond?" the half full of velly goodee tanglefoot."
Chinaman asked, as he looked smilingly at him.
"An' you'll bet a hundred dollars on it, eh?"
"I kin answer you the same way Young Wild
"Lat light, Misler Diamond. Me - bettee you
West did by sayin' that I ain't blind," was the bundled dollee, so be."
curt retort.
"I'm game. I jest said a little while ago that
"Allee light. Now Jen, you watchee."
I'll always make a bet when I think there's a
There was a cork in the bottle, and removing chance of winnin'. I think you're bluffin', or else
it
op turned it upside down to show that there maybe you feel as if you oughter let me git part
was nothing in it.
of my money back. Put up your dough, heatBut not satisfied with this, he passed it to then."
Diamond himself, saying as he did so:
Hop counted out a hundred dollars so quickly
"No tanglefoot in um bottle."
that those looking on were surprised.
"I know it. There ain't nothing in it," was
Joe Edwards was right there to hold the stakes
the retort.
again.
"Allee light. Now you watchee."
The gambler looked at the handkerchief on
"You told me that afore. I'm lookin' at you. the ground and hesitated.
Go ahead with your game."
"What's the matter, Phil?" came from the proThe Chinaman nodded, and then out came the prietor of the Gray Horse saloon. "A little bit
big yellow silk handkerchief he always had upon afraid of him, eh?"
his person. He shook this out to show his audi"Afraid of nothin'. You know jest as well as
ence that there was nothing concealed in it, and I do that there can't be nothin' in the bottle. I
then dropping upon his knees, he placed the hand- reckon I'm as good at wacthin' a thing as any
ke1·chief over the bottle, which was standing up- . one livin'. The Chinaman don't expect to win the
right on the ground.
money, an' I know it. Here she goes."
.
arefully he arranged the handkerchief as if it
He hand ed over th e hundred, and Joe Edwards
placed
it
with
Hop's
money.
must be in a certain way to obtain th e result
Hop took a step back, and pointing to the handhe was afte1·.
All eyes were turned upon him, but there was • kerchief, said:
not a man there, including tbe young deadshot
"You findee outtee, Misler Diamond. Takee
upee um handkerchief."
and his partners, who saw him sub st itute a bottle
"I might as well settle it without waitin' any
that was half filled with ~ome sort of liquid for longer," was the reply.
the empty one. Yet Hop did that very thing.
Th
h
d
His ability to perform sleight-of-hand tricks
en e 1eane over and lifted the handkerchief from the bottle.
nd
enabled him to do this, for- certainly his ha s
To all appearances it was the identic,al bottle
were quicker than the eye.
that Hop had placed there before covering it with
While he was apparently arranging the hand- the handkerchief.
kel'chief to suit him, he really was making th e
But of course it was not, but one of the same
change. That loose-fitting Chinese blouse of his
tte
Th
t d.
I
b
Id
contained pockets of all sizes, and in the pockets pa rn.
ose s an mg c ose Y cou see that
it was half full of something.
were various articles that he u sed in perfol'ming
Diamond saw it, too, and he gave a violent
his magic feats.
· k d
th b I
d
It was not str ange for him to have as many s t ar t · B ut h e pie
e up e ott e an tipped it
over, so the contents showed more plainly.
a · four quart bottles concealed there at one time,
"There's somethin' in it," he said, a look of
for the garment hung in such a way that it
t
·
h f
"
would take a pretty close look for any one to amazemen appeanng on is ace. He says it's
tanglefoot. We'll see about it."
notice that he had much about his person.
Out came the cork, and then he took a smell.
When the Chinaman arose to his feet the hand"It's whisky all right."
kerch,ief was standing upright, and there was
"Takee lillee dlink," suggested Hop, grinning
not a person there, with the exception of Young broadly.
Wild West and his partners, who did not firmly
"No. There might be pizen in it."
believe that the same bottle was under it.
"Allee light. Me takee lillee dlink."
"Evelybody watchee," the Chinaman said, as
Then the Chinaman took the bottle from him,
he flashed a look about him.
and placing it to his lips, permitted three or four
But it was not necessary to tell them to do swallows to go down his throat.
this, as all eyes were fixed upon the yellow silk
"Velly goodee tanglefoot," he declared, as he
handkerchief.
passed it back. "You takee lillee dlink, Misler
Hop made a few mysterious passes over it, and Diamond."
then turning his eyes skywaTd, mumbled over
"I s'pose I might as well," the gambler desomething in Chinese.
clared, with a shrug of his shoulders, and then
Suddenly he brought his hands together with he looked around somewhat sheepishly and took a
a esounding clap.
drink.
"Allee light, Misler Diamond," he said, turning
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Diamond,"
to the gambler. "Me bettee you ii- hundled dollee Hop declared, and then walking over to Charlie
lat um velly goodee tanglefoot in um bottle now." he handed hini a hundred dollars, and said:
"Huh!" came the exclamation, while a sneering
"Misler Charlie, me makee you lillee plesent, so
smile appeared upon Diamond'sface. "You want be. You velly nicee Melican man."
to make me believe that you sneaked whisky into
"I don't want your money," was the angry re-

/
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"Sartin we will," Diamond answered, flashing
a meaning glance at him. "Any one as loses a .
bet like you did oughter treat the crowd. It's my
turn next, an' you kin bet that we'll have the
drinks, too."
Charlie frowned. He ha~ not expected suc1¼ a
retort.
,
Really he thought the gambler might refuse the
invitation, so he could have the chance to pick a
row with him.
CHAPTER IV.-The Mad Miner.
Wild looked at Jim and smiled.
Somewhat crestfallen at the way things had
"Charlie is certainly itchini for a scrimmage,.;,'.
turned out, Phil Diamond, the gambler, followed he whispered. "But I am gomg to see to it tli.:1'11
he don't get into one."
the Chinaman into the saloon.
"That's the best way, VVild," Dart answe1·ecf.
Some of The miners went in also, but a few _
remained and kept their eyes fixed on Young Wild "It hurts his feelings to lose a wager the way
he did. · But he'll soon get over it."
West and his partners.
"Phil Diamond is a mighty srl\art feller," Joe
"Oh, yes, it doesn't take Charlie long to forget
Edwards remarked, nodding to the young dead- a little thing like that."
.shot. "He's always tryin' to pick up money on
For the size of the place and the small populaa bet. I didn't have no idea what he was up tion, Buck Gibbons had about all that could be
to that time, or I would have said somethin'. But expected in the way of drinks.
.
it's all right, anyhow, since the heathen took three
He had soda and sarsaparilla, and when Wild
and Jim called for something mild he was not
hundred dollars from him."
·
"It ain't all right yet, though," Cheyenne long in letting them know it.
Charlie spoke up. "Jest 'cause ,Hop got the best
The result was that all hands were served, and
of him don't say that it helped me out any. l'.m Charlie paid the. bill, .now feeling a little better.
going to git square with the measly coyote afore
The money had scarecly been put in the drawer
[ -leave this here place."
behind the bar when Phil Diamond called for an.
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild said, raising his hand. other round.
"Don't feel sore ovet it. · You got beaten out by
"I won a hundred an' then lost three hundred;
a trick, and think of what Hop did t_o him. You . makin' me jest two hundred out. But what do
should feel satisfied. The loss of a nundred won't I care?" he called out. "There's men here what's
. 'jest waitin' for the chance to fill my pockets. I'm
hurt you greatiy.'~
_
"It ain't the money I'm thinkin' about, Wild,s. a gambler by trade, an' they all know it. Yet
and the scout shook his head doggedly. "But I they're bound to- play cards with me. This here
do hate to be fooled by a smart galoot like this." heathen," nodding to_ Hop, "says he knows how
·" Take my advise and you'll let it drop."
to play draw poker, se I'm goin' to give him a
"Wild, · I know your advice is always good, but chance."
I can't help feelin' as if I oughter git square.''
"Better look out for him, Diamond," Wild spoke
"All right, Charlie. I won't say. any more. up. "You saw what he did with that bottle he
But as I just said, a hundred dollars isn't much had under the handkerchief.'_'
"That was ofily a trick. Don't s'pose that I'm
of a loss to you."
·
"Let's go in an' have somethin," came from the afraid tQ play cards with a man what kin do a
scout, suddenly. "Not that I want to drink any- sleight-of-hand trick. Of course I was putty
thing, but I ..s'pose since we're strangers here it sartin that he changed the bottle while he was
will sorter look right. . Come on in, boys. I'll foolin' with the handkerchief. But I ain't th
man to go back on a bet after I've made it."
treat the whole cr()wd of you."
The last was said to those standing about, and
"Huh!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, doubtingthere was not a man there who -did not accept ly. "You didn't s'pose nothin' of the kind. You
thought you was a . sure winner. But you got
the invitation.
Charlie led the way into the big room in the fooled."
"You got fooled, too, didn't you?"
shanty where the bar was located. Those inside
The scout was about to make a more angry
made way for him, and when the rest came trooping in it did,not take more than a minute before retort when Wild stopped him.
"Charlie," he said, sternly, "you h"ave always
they were three deep at the little bar.
Hop had taken his station at one end of it, declared that what I said you- would abide by.
Now then, I -am going to tell you right now to
while Phil Diamond was at the other.
Those scattered along he middle shifted toward stop this so_rt of thing. That man doesn't want
to fight with you."
_
the gambler to make room for the newcomers.
"Fight with him!" spoke up the gambler, as if
"Hey, there, Mike!" Buck Gibbons, the proprietor, bellowed, as he leaned out of a window he was much surprised. "Why, I don't want to
at the end of the bar, "I reckon you're wapted fight with .nobody. Can't a feller have a little fun
here, There's a genuine rush. The first we've had · by takin' a bit. What's the matter with him.
anyhow? He feels worse over losin' that hundred
in a week. Hurry up here.''
"All right," came the reply, and then a ragged- than I do over losin' double the amount."
This was altogether too much for the scout. ;~
looking young man who was not over-clean came
He could stand it no longer.
hurrying in through the rear doorway.
He promptly took his station behind the bar,
"Wild," he called out , shrR.ly. "this is one of
and then the two waited upon the thirsty crowd. the times when I'm goin' ag in you. I'm goin' to
"Everybody drinks on me," Cha1·lie shouted, at lick that measly coyote or know the reason why."
"Boys, it seems I have got to fight!" the gamthe same time looking sharply at the gambler.
tort. "Don't think that jest· 'cause you're so
blamed smart that I'm a quitter. Keep your
blamed money. I reckon I've got plenty of dust."
"Allee light, len," and slipping the bottle under
his blouse, Hop made a bow to the crowd and
went on inside, the saloon.
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bler exclaimed, though he did not appear to be
the least bit concerned. "Jest wait till I git my
,eoat off. I paid nineteen dollars an' fifty cents
for this coat thrEte months ago up in Denver, an'
I don't want to git it all · mussed 'up."
Wild made no further attempt . to stay the
scout.
But there was such a crowd there that Charlie
could not get to the man as quickly as he wanted
to.
By the time he broke through them the gambler
had thrown aside his coat, and then he doubled
>.J,s fists and showed that he was in readiness.
Thoroughly aroused and anxious to- clean up
.the man in a hurry, Charlie leaped for him and
gave a vi6ous swing with his right, expecting' to
land a blow upon the gambler's head.
Diamond easily ducked the blow, and then
landed one in return upon the scout's shoulder,
wheeling him around and almost causing him to
lose his balance.
Charlie was a little tailer but not a pound
heavier than the man he was fighting with.
He was easily as active, though; ana. probably
just a s strong.
But Diamond seemed to understand something
about boxing, for he placed himself in position
again and waited for Charlie to come at him.
It was only an instant that he had to wait, for
s quicklJ as he could gather his muscles the
scout took a step forward and shot out his right,
catching his opponent on the ribs.
It was only a glancing blow, howeve:r, and the
man did not go down.
Charlie made a feint for his chin with his left
fist, but missed, and then he received a stinging
blow on the side of the head.
But it was not eno.JJgh to daze him. It really
angered him all the more.
· The two were now close together, and the blows
they aimed at each other did little or no damage.
But when Charlie finally landed an uppercut
under the gambler's ear he was gripped about
the neck, and then there was nothing to do but
to wrestle until one or the other went down.
It was a pretty struggle that followed, though
it lasted hardly more than a minute.
They fell to the floor together, and for a few
seconds it was hard to tell which would get on
top.
But, by a masterful effort, Charlie rolled him
over and then held him there until Diamond let
go the hold he had obtained.
"I don't want to hit you when you're down, you
"If I
measly coyote!" the scout exclaimed.
wanted to I could smash the whole face off o ...
you. · But I ain't goin' to do it."
Diamond made no re_ply. He remai,ied perfectly still until Charlie arose.
Then he slowly got upon his feet ,and said:
"I don't know as there's must difference in us,
pard. I s'pose if I hadn't let go of you I might
have turned you over after a while. It was nip
an' tuck, I recokn, so what's the use of fightin'
·
any more?"
"There's a whole lot of use," came the angry
ply. "I'm goin' to lick you or you have got to
lick me, an' that's all there is to it. You -jest
put your hand on a gun or knife an' you'll git
:fixed in a hurry, too. Mind what I'm tellin' you."
"Oh! your pard;'! will take a hand if I do that,
eh? All right. I'm done. You kin say that you
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have licked me, if you want to. I'm willin' to let
it go at that."
"Come on an' fight," yelled the scout, almost
'
furious with rage.
At this Wild ran to him, and laying a hand
·
upon his shoulder, exclairped:
"Stop it!"
It was seldom that the young deadshot ever
spoke in that tone of voice, ' arid Charlie gave a
violent start.
"Wild!" he said. "What's the matter?"
"That fellow says he doesn't want to fight, and
that settles it, Charlie. Now then, what do you
want to do, stay here for awhile and get acquainted, or go back to the camp? I wouldn't
talk to you in this way if it hadn't long ago been
decided that I was the leader. If you feel as if
you want to take my place just say so. You are
a little over ten years older than I am, so I suppose maybe you feel ,that you are more capable
.than I am."
"Hold on, Wild," an<l Charlie wilted instantly.
"Don't alk that way; don't! It hurts me. What
in thunder have I done, anyhow? Jest 'cause I
was fool enough to bet a hundred dollars an' lose
it had made me act like a little kid. Say, Wild,
come over here; I want to talk to you."
The young deadspot felt sorry for having ·
spoken in the way he had, for he could tell tight
away that Charlie's feelings were deeply hurt.
He took him by the arm and went on outside
the pla_ce with him.
Then they talked for over five minutes, and by
that time Wild had· convinced him that he meant
nothing by the way he had spoken, any more
,than to keep Lim on the right track.
When the two entered the place again they
found Hop just sitting down at a table with Phil
Diamond.
As many as half a dozen miners stood near
them, actinf very much as if they would like to
get in the game, but were willing to wait until
they were invited.
1
"Anybody want to play? A five-handed game
he
as
said,
gambler
is generally all right," the
looked around.
Four men at once advanced to the table.
"Five is enough," Diamond declared, shaking
his head.
Then there was a squabble for a minute or
two, with the result that one of them drew back.
As a pack of cards was placed upon the table
by the proprietor of the place; Wild stepped for·
ward, and said:
"Now then, gentlemen, I am going to tell you
something. All of you saw how the Chinaman
deceived Diamond with the bottle. If you kn9w
anything at all, you ought to know that any person who can do a thing of that kind ought to be
able to deceive you with a pack of cards. I'll go
further than this by telling you that Hop never
loses when he sits in a game of draw poker. Now
then, you have been warned, so look out for him."
"If we ketch hifu doin' any cheatin' we'll jest
chuck him out of the game, that's all," one of the
miners answered, quickly.
Then the game started. It finally wourid up
with Hop getting most of the money thP. other
players had. When they arose froni the table
one of the miners remarked:
"The Chinaman. didn't do no cheatin', an' I'D

swear to it."
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"Not that we could see," Phil Diamond added,
with a shrug of the shoulders. "He's a mighty
slick heathen, that's what I call him. I reckon
I'm done for a while."
"Velly muchee 'bligee," the clever Chinee said,
as he raked in the money. "Me velly smartee
Chinee. Me learn how play dlaw pokee in um
Sunday-school in 'Flisco."
.
There was a roar of laughter at this, and before it had fully subsided a shrill scream sounded
outside.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Joe Edwards, paling
slightly. "There's Brown, the Mad Miner. What
kin he be doin' here now? He's got one of the
crazy fits on him. Look out, boys!"

CHAPTER V..!.-Arietta Trails the Mad Miner
To His Lair
Not one of the miners attempted to go outside
the place, showing that they actually feared the
strangely acting man who had been dubbed the
Mad Miner.
But not so with Young Wild West and his partners.
They lost no time in hurrying outside.
It was now quite dark, but the glare that came
from a swinging- oil lamp over the door of the
saloon illumined the scene sufficiently for them
td see a man walking about nervously as if he
was waiting for some one to come out and interview him.
"What's the trouble, my friend?" the young
deadshot asked, in his cool and easy way, as he
stepped toward the queerly-acting fellow.
"Ha! ha! ha!" came a sort of screaming laugh,
and then the man waved his hands excitedly and
began jumping up and· down.
This did .not cause Wild to stop.
"Take it easy. You are excited about something. Just tell me what the trouble is, will
you?"
"Stop! stop I" shrieked the madman, as he
jerked his arm from the grasp of the boy. "You
would know the secret of the cliffs, but you never
will. Ha! ha! ha!"
"You are not feeling well. You had better go
home and lie down, I .say."
"Who are you?" and the madman leaned forward so .@,S to get a good look at th.e boy.
"I am a stranger here, my friend. But it's all
right. I don't mean any harm to you. Let me
take you home."
After muttering over a few incoherent words,
Paul Brown, as he was called, turned suddenly
and started up the gulch.
Charlie and Jim were about to follow him, but
the young deadshot quickly motioned them to
stop.
"Just wait until he gets a little distance· away,
boys," he said, iii. a whisper. "We'll follow him
then and try and find out whe1·e he hangs out.
Certainly the poor fellow is greatly unbalanced."
Just then the miners came surging from the
doorway of the saloon.
"~me on, boys," Wild said, in a low tone M
voice to his partners. "I reckon we'll try \:ind
find out where the poor fellow goes."
As the three started off up the gulch, the
miners remained perfectly silent, and stood there

until they were lost to view behind some rocks a
short distance away.
Wild, Charlie and 'Jim kept on until they
reached the camp. When the got there they were
surprised to find that Arietta was missing.
"Where is E~?" Wild asked, looking at Anna
arid Eloise.
"She is following the crazy man,'I the scout's
wife answered, with a shake of the head. "We
tried to persuade her not to, but she would have
her own way about it."
"That's all right. Et is certainly not afraid
of him. She is anxious to do something to set •
him· right in the head again. All right. We'll
go on after her. The chances are we'll learn
where he han~s out before we ,g et back." The
stars were shming brightly overhead, though it
was very dark in some places, since the steep,
rugged walls on either side of the gulch were
bound to make it tbat way. Then again, the
rocks and trees loomed up here and there.
Near the center of the wide cut through the
mountain, flowed a sluggish stream of water. It
was not very deep at any point, and as our three
friends left the camp and neared it they caught
sight of a form moving cautiously along not mo.r e
than a couple of hundred feet ahead of them. It
was Arietta. They knew right away, fol' they
could see her dress Anyhow, it was hardly likely
that the madman would proceed in such a eau~ · -·
tious manner.
He seemed bent upon getting back to his haunt,
and the chances are he was hurrying ahead. But
they could see nothing of him, .so they quickened
their pace in the hope of overtaking Arietta. But
she did the same at that very moment, and fully
a quarter of a mile was passe9 before they again
came in sight of her. Then the girl was $!anding by a big, black rock, looking up at the rocky
wall of the high cliff that was but a few rirds
f~om her. Wild ran ahead without making the
least sound, and was soon av her side.
"What is ·t, Et?'' he- whispered.
"He went up there," the girl retorted, as she
pointed far above among the crags. · "He disappeared right at the foot of the cliff, but I
caught a glimpse of him at least forty feet above t
a short time after. A stone came rattling down,
too, so I know I am not ntistakeIJ."
·
"All right, little girl. Probably there is a
cave up there somewhere. I a'(Il glad you took
the notion to follow him."
•
"I intended to do that when he came back,
for I happened to catch sight of him as he went
past the camp. He walked within twenty yards
of where we were sittihg, but didn't seem to
notice the 1ight from our lantern. When I heard
him screaming after he reached the mining camp
over there, I made up my mi.nd what I should do
if he happened to come back. Of course, I thought
he would come back, for I expected he would be
frightened when you tried to talk to him."
"You felt pretty _sure that we would try to
talk to him, eh?" and the bo.y smiled at her as
he leaned over and looked J1er in the face.
"I knew that, Wild, of course."
,
"Well I did try to talk with him,, and I succeeded in waking him up a little:· As soon as
he partly came to himself he decided to get
away, and then, after giving him a little start,
we followed him. When we got to the camp and
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heard that you were after him I felt pleased,
for I knew if any one would be lucky enough
to find his hiding place it would be you. You
are all right little girl, and no mistake."
"Are you going to try and climb up the cliff,
Wild?" Arietta asked, not paying any attention
to the last he said.
"Not to-night. I reckon it would be a f,,oolish
undertaking in the darkness. We'll wait· until
to-morrow morning."
"Very well. We had better mark the spot so
no mistake will be made."
"This rock will mark the spot all right. Here,
I'll put a stone on the top of it, and then we'll
be sure about it." The youn~ deadshot found a
stone that was nearly square m shape and placed
it upon the top of the bltJ.ck rock. Charlie and
Jim had come up, of course, but they stood there
and had not ventured to· say a word, though they
listened to what Wild and Arietta were saying.
In a short time they all walked back to he
camp.
"Wild," Jim said, as he took a seat near Eloise.
"I reckon I'll stay here with the girls. You and
Charlie can go over and find out about the madman's claim."
"Just as you say, Jim. We'll leave it to you
and Arietta to tell about our pursuit of the crazy
fellow, then." The young deadshot then nodded
to the scout, and both set out for the Gray Horse
Saloon. When the got there they found things
about the same as they were before Paul Brown
'had let out the uncanny yell. The clinking of
glasses and the loud talk and laughter of the:
miners made it appear as if nothing had, inter-·
rapted them at all. '
"Where did you go, Young Wild West?" Buck
Gibbons, the proprietor, asked, eagerly, as the
two entered the place.
"Took a walk up the gulch a little way, that's
·
all," was the young deadshot's answer.
"See anything of Brown?"
"No."
"But you follered him, didn't you?"
"We tried to follow him, but we waited a little
too long, I reckon."
"That's jest it. If you had gone after him
close enough to see him he would have fooled
you, anyhow. He's got a way of dodgin' among
the rocks an' disappearin' mighty sudden like.
Most likely he's got a snug hidin'-place up in
the cliffs. That's what he's always talkin' about,
the secret of the cliffs, you know."
"That's what we think about it. We'll find his
hiding-place, too, before to-morrow night." -·
"I don't know as it will do you any good if
you do find it," and Gibbons shook his head.
"It might do '.Brown some good, though."
"How is that?"
"Well, the chances are that 'he has some lucid
moments, and I am sure if I could catch him in
one of them I would learn something about him.
But say, Mr. Gibbons, the story goes that Brown
was always unlucky until he suddenly struck it
rich somewhere around here."
"Yes, that's jest right; too, Young Wil<l West."
"Was it much of a strike he made?"
"Jest as fine a little pocket as a man could
want to strike. Must have been ten or fifteen
thousand dollars' worth of dust that could be
taken out in a few days without much trouble."
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"Ah, I see. Had he staked out the cfaim ?"
"No. He hadn't done that much."
-As Gibbons said this he looked around at the
miners, who were all listening to the conversation.
"Some one did stake out the claim, I presume?"
"Oh, yes; jest as soon as Paul Brown went
daffy an' run away the claim was staked out in
a hurry."
"Why, Demon did-Sam Judge, I mean. He's
Phil Diamond's pard. He ain-t here now," and
the proprietor shrugged his shoulders, as he
again looked at the faces of the men in the room .
"You see, Young Wild West," he went on, "Sam
Judge has been nicknamed the Demon, 'cause
whenever he gits on a spree there's hot times
here in Bone Dust Camp. He's one of the worst
men whatever lived when he's drinkin', but he
don't generally stay on a spree more than a week,
an' then it will be two or three weeks afore he
drinks another drop. Jest now he's mighty quiet,
an' he don't come around •here much. He's over
at his shanty, I s'pose."
"And he is in possession of the gold mine Paul
Brown discovered, eh?"
"Yes, he made a heap of money out of it, too.
But it's all right. There wasn't no law to stop
him from stakin' out the claim after it was left
by Brown."
"Of course not. But really Brown should have
the benefit of the strike .he made."
"Maybe so. But he ain't got no use for gold,
not the way he is now."
"That is true. But maybe he will not remain
that way afways. Then he should have what belongs to him."
"Young Wild West," spoke up Phil Diamond,
as he arose from the table he had been sitting
at, "I reckon if you're goin' to interfere in this
here business you had better go an' talk to Sam
Judge, my pard. It won't do you no good to say
what you think to any of us here. He's the man
what staked out the claim, an' as he's filed it
in the regular way, I don't see how it could be
took away from him."
"I am not interfering, am I?" the boy answered, as a smile showed on his face. "Lwas simply
asking a few questions, that's all."
"Yes, but ·you're sorter actin' as if you want
to take the claim away from my pard."
"He's your partner, eh?"
"Well, he's my friend, which is jest the same."
"But you are interested in the mine with him."
"It ain't no mine. We ain't never used no
machinery, nor we ain't even got a shaft sunk.
Most of the gold whaes been found ain't more
than two feet under .ground."
"That isn't tbe question. You have been sharing the proceeds that ha\'e been derived from the
claim, haven't you?"
"I ain't sayin' that I haven't had some of the
money what's come from it."
- "That's all right. Of course, if it should happen that Paul Brown should recover from his
mad spell you would advise your pard to let him
·
have the claim."
"What's that? You don't think I'm a fool, do
you? It ain't the Demon's fault Ol' my fault
.either, if Brown run away from the claim ,,,..,
left it, is it?"
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"Certainly not. But you know very well that
it don't really belong to your pard."
"The law says it does, anyhow, so it don't
make no difference what anybody thinks."
"All right. I won't argue the question with
you any further. Probably I'll have a talk with
the Demon in the morning."
"Well, he'll talk to you, all right, 'cause he
ain't been drinkin' nothin' in over a week, an'
when he's sober he kin talk jest as good as any
one I ever knowed. He kin do more than that,
too. He kin shoot straighter, than I kin, even
if I did beat you afore dark." The gambler
gave a chuckle as he said this and dropped into
his chair. Cheyenne Charlie had become very
angry again, for he surely had no use for Phil
Diamond. But Wild merely smiled. He was not
going to bother much with the gambler, for he
knew that nothing really could be gained li'y it.
"Good-night, gentlemen," he said, as he nodded
to the crowd. "We'll see you in the morning."
In a few minutes Wild and Cheyenne were back
at the camp, while Hop remained to have a good
time at the Gray Horse Saloon.

CHAPTER VI.-What Happened at the Camp.
The night passed quiE;!tly enough. Nothing
disturbed Young Wild West and his friends, and
shortly after daylight, Jim Dart arose, and then
it was not long before the rest were up and stirring, with the exception of Hop Wah, who must
have come to the tent rather late, for the noise
made by the rest did not seem ·to disturb him
in the least. The usual preparations for breakfast went on, and then the young deadshot and
his partners moved the horses to a spot where
the grass was green and luxuriant, after which
they indulged in a good wash at the creek.
When they came back ready for breakfast, the·
coffee was steaming over the fire, and Wing was
busy getting ready the ham and eggs which he
intended to fry. Hop was still asleep in the tent,
and when Cheyenne Charlie proposed to arouse
him no one raised any objections. This was one
of the times when the scout had the opportunity
to get square with the heathen for the tricks that
were continually being played upon him. There
was a broad grin on the tanned and weatherbeaten face of Charlie as he stepped cautiously
to the tent and peered inside. Hop was stretched
out flat upon his back, his mouth wide open, and
he was snoring away at a great rate. The scout
ga".e a chuckle this time, and then taking a coiled
rope that lay near the. tent, he proceeded to
arrange the noose at one end of it about the
ankles of the sleeping heathen.
Having done this, he drew it out without awakening him, and then began uncoiling the rope as
he stepped away from the tent. It was not the
first time he had awakened Hop in this way. But
it always turned out fine, as Charlie was won't
to say, so he was willing to repeat it. He looked
about for a tree, and finding one about twenty
feet from the tent, he swung the rope over a
convenient limb, and then beckoned for his companions to watch what took place. Suddenly
Charlie started on a run from the tree. The rope

became taut instantly, and then a yell came from
the tent.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" shouted the awak- ,
ened Chinaman, as he was dragged swiftly from "
the tent. He had no chance of getting upon
his feet, for they were actually raised two feet ,
from the ground, and all he could do was to put
out-. his hands fo keep himself from being injured
as he was pulled over the ground. But Charlie
did not stop running until Hop's feet tripped up
against a rock with a sudden jar.
He hung with his head at least three feet abov&
the gr9und, his arms waving wildly, and all the .
while yelling in anger, for he knew exactly who
was responsible for it all. Charlie kept him
there for fully a minute, and then he lowered
him gently to the ground, after which he walked
up smilingly and said:
"Well, heath~, it's a fine mornin', ain't it?"
"La~ allee light, Misler Charlie. Me fixee you
somet1mee, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee.
You velly smartee Melican man. You waitee."
"What are you stayin' out putty near all night
an' gittin' drunk for, then?"
"Me no gittee dlunk, Misler Charlie."
"You're tellin' a lie when you say that, Hop.
Now jest keep still an' don't try to git square .
with me, 'cause if you do you're goin' to git tha
worst of it. I've told you about four hundred ·
times that I'm goin' to clip a couple of inches
off your pigtail with a bullet, an' jest you try to
git even with me for this an' I'll do it jest as
sure as I was born in old Cheyenne."
"Yo~ no knowee where you born, Misler
Charil . You allee samee fool Melican man."
. "Don't know where I was born, w~n I was ,
right there at the time! Why what are you
talkin' about heathen? Do you want me to clip
off that pigtail right now?" Charlie made out
that he was very angry, and when he pulled his
gun the Chinaman hurriedly disengaged the rope
from his ankles and went to the creek. ·
When he came back as the rest were starting
in to eat their breakfast, his face wore a bland
smile, and it seemed as if he had entirely forgot- ·
ten the rough treatment he had received at the
hands of the ·scout. But Charlie kept watching
him just the same, for he knew him too well to
be :eut off his guard. Hop ate his break.f ast in ·
the usual way entertaining them with a joke or
two about something that had or had not happened in China in the bygone days. When the.
meal was over with he lighted a cigar, and then
tendered one to the scout, smiling pleasantly as
he did so.
"I don't want none of your cigars, heathen.
Don't think I'm fool enough for that," Charlie
answered, tartly. "You would jest fike me to
smoke that blamed thing now, when it's got about
a gun-load of powder in it. That's stale. You
can't fool me that way."
"Misler Charlie, me bette you fivee dollee um .
cigar alletPlight, so be."
"I wouldn't bet you, 'cause I'd lose if I did.
If you was to bet me there was powder in it_ '·
I'd lose, too. Your sleight-of-hand is all right,
an' I reckon I know enough not to bet with you."
"Alee light, Misler Charlie. If you no wantee
smokee me givee cigar to Misler Jim."
"I don't care for your cigars, Hop," Jim
answered, laughingly. "You _g enerally have the
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"Humph! I want to see Young Wild West
blackest ones you kin get, and they are a little
mighty bad."
.
too strong for me."
"What do you wantee ?"
"Me gu'ee um cigar to my fool blother, len,"
"I don't know as that's any of your business,
and Hop turned to Wing. But the cook looked at
him in disgust, and refused to accept it. Hop put heathen." Wing happened to look toward the
the cigar back in his pocket, and then puffmg mining camp just then, and when he saw Hop
away at the one he had in his mouth, he turned hurrying that way with three miners he became
somewhat bold.
his footsteps toward the mining' camp.
"Maybe me tellee Misler •Wild whattee you
"Where are you goin', heathen·?" Charlie called
wantee," he remarked.
out.
"You kin tell Misler Wild, as you call him,
"Whattee you wantee knowee lat for, Misler
~rlie. Lat my business, so t>e." The rest that ther Demon was here lookin' for him. I'm
ceuld not help laughing at this, and though he jest about ready fo start on a high old time, an'
as somewhat angry, Charlie shrugged his when I git mad I sartinly make lead fly. This
here boy what calls himself ther Champion Deadshoulders and said no more.
"Wild," Arietta said, a little later, "when are shot of ther West, an' all that, ain't got no busiyou going to go up the gulch, and look for the ness with me, not when I'm in ther right trim.
If he means to meddle with my business, as I
mad miner's hiding-place?"
heard that he intends to do, he's goin' to git rid"Right away, I reckon," was the reply.
dled with lead afore he's very much older. I
"I am going with you."
don't know as I ought to tell you about it, 'cause
"Of course, little girl. Why not?"
"I thought probably you might want me to I don't think a heathen Chinee is worth talkin'
to. But I've said this much, an' !'II let it go
remain here at the camp."
at that."
"Why can't we ail go?" Eloise spoke up.
, "Allee light, Misler Melican Man," and Wing
"You can. I reckon the camp will be safe
enough with Wing here to watch it." The girl turned his gaze toward Hop and the miners, who
seeemed much pleased at this, and she hurriedly were now within a few yards of the spot. Two
made preparations to leave. Anna certainly was of the men were Joe Edwards, the leader of the
Hing to go, for she always liked to be where mining camp, and Phil Diamond, the gambler.
her husband was. In a few minutes they all The other was a man who was decidedly friendly
and
walked up the gulch in the direction the Mad to the Demon. The Demon turned around, with
Miner had taken the night before, with the ex- when he saw them coming his face lit up
ception of the cook, who paid no attention to a smile.
"Heathen," he said to Wing, "I reckon you
anything but his work of clearing away the remains of the morning meal. Wing began sing- had better go an' find Young Wild West right
ing a Chinese song in a low cracked voice as he away."
"Whattee mattee ?" queried Wing .
.worked away, and five minutes later Wild and
"Never mind what's ther matter; you do as
the rest had take11 their departure he looked up
and saw a mall walking rapidly from the mining I tell you."
"Whatte mattee, Wing?" Hop called out, as
camp.
ran ahead of the men with him to the camp.
he
he
when
and
The cook looked at him closely,
J.t goes ag'in! 'Whattee mattee?'"
"There
miner
friendly
found it was not Joe Edwards, the
who had been there before dark the night before, cried the Demon, his brow darkening. "Stop that
he became somewhat uneasy. · Wing could not heathen lingo, or I'll begin tryin' my hand at
be called a coward. He could even shoot much shootin'!"
"Lat allee light!" Hop exclaimed, stepping to'i,tter than his brother Hop, though, of course,
l'ie was not as clever as he at other thin~. There ward him smilingly. "You no gittee mad, Misler
was something about the looks of the approach- Melican Man. Me velly smartee Chinee. Maying stranger that made the Chinaman believe be you likee havee smokee, so be."
"Go it a little easy, Sam," Joe Edwards spoke
that he might not be friendly, so he walked ove1·
to the tent and got a revolver, which was slip- up. "I want you to know that these two heathens
ped in the holster that was attached to his belt is thought a whole lot of by Young Wild West,
an' there ain't no use makin' .any trouble. Mayand - partly hidden under his coat or blouse.
The man was a six-footer, built in proportion, be you have heard somewhat of Young Wild West,
and was attired in a &'reasy blue shirt and cor- but if you ain't I don't mind tellin' you that he
duroy trousers, with high-topped b9ots. He was kin shoot quicker than chained ·lightnin'."
"Of course, I s'pose I oughter listen to you,
armed, of course, for there was not a man in
Bone Dust Camp who went wit:hout a gun, most boss," the Demon said, mockingly. "They elected
of them having knives as well. Wing was putting you the boss of the camp, an' there ain't no use
away the tin plates and cups he had been wash- in me cuttin' loose jest yet. I ain't got quite
ing as the fellow reached the spot. . After look- enough liquor in me. If I had it might be difing around and finding there was no one there ferent: You know who's generally the boss
but the Chinaman, the stranger, looked at him when that happens."
and said:
"I ain't sayin' nothin' about that, Sam. Now
You kin see that the
jest be a little easy.
"Where's Young Wild West?"
' "He takee lillee walk, so be, Misler M'e!ican heathens is both all right. There's one of 'em
offerin' you a cigar."
Man," was the reply.
"You likee smokee "Hop asked, smiling pleas"Where did he go?"
"Ovee lat way," and Wing pointed in the di- antly.
"I reckon I do, heathen. Give me the cigar."
rection the young deadshot and his partners had
He almost snatched it . ·from the Chinaman's
taken.
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grasp, and then before he was hardly aware of of blue, came from the muzzle of the weapon,
it Hop had struck a match and was holding it while the reports were much louder than
that of
so he might obtain a light. The Demon began a rifle.
puffing away like a good fellow, and the smoke
"Gittee outtee velly muchee quickee !" the Chiarose in a cloud.
naman cried, dancing about and waving his
"Huh!" he exclaimed, suddenly, as he turned weapon.
to the cook. "Didn't I tell you to go an' find
The gambler made a move to get away, but
Young Wild West?"
stumblea over-his companion and went sprawling
"J\llee light; me go velly muchee quickee," upon the ground. Hop ran forward and picked
Wing answered, an'd then without waiting another up the revolver he dropped as he did this.
moment he started from the camp in the direc"Now len," he exclaimed, as he waved his
tion our friends had taken. The Demon looked hands, each one holding a weapon, "you hully
around and decided to take a seat on a rock that uppee or me shootee you allee pieces, so be. i',/Je
1
was but a few yards from the two tents. There velly bad Chinee when me gittee mad."
was a sarcastic smile on the face of Phil DiaOf the two, Sam Judge, the Demon, was the
mond as he went over and sat down beside him, most cowardly. He no sooner got upon his feet
while Joe Edwards showed signs of being rather than he ran as if for his life. Bang! Hop fired
uneasy. Hop, on the other hand, was quite calm. a parting shot at him, and when the gambler
He was smiling cheerfully as he y,atched the man saw the streak of green fire that came from the
puffing away at the cigar he had given him.
weapon, he decided quickly that it was no place
"Misler Joe," he said, whispering to the leader for him, and followed. Hop let one go at him,
of the camp, ''pletty soonee somethling go bang! and he was so close that the back of his neck was
Um bad Melican man fallee over velly muchee scorched.
"Hold 1)n I" he yelled. "Stop this magic busiquickee."
"What do you mean?" Edwards asked in sur- ness of yours.
What in thunder is in that gun,
anyhow?"
prise.
·
"Gittee outtee!" commanded Hop.
"You waitee. Pletty soonee now, and velly
Then away Phil Diamond ran, doing his best
bigee bang." It must have been that the Chinaman knew about in what part of the cigar the to overtake his pard, who had a very good lead.
"Well, I'll be blamed!" exclaimed Joe Edward::,
charge of powder was located, for it certainly
was one of the loaded cigars he had a habit of 1 when he saw how easily Hop had got rid of the
two rascals. "I never thought it was goin' to
carrying aliout with him.
He was ready in case anything happened after turn out that way. Shake hands, Hop. You're
the cigar exploded. His big, old-fashion ed six- the most wonderful Chinee I ever met, an' JlO
shooter was loaded with colored fire in lieu of mistake."
bullets, and if the Demon chose to make trouble
he would give him a bigger surprise than ever.
But Hop did not choose to say anything of this CHAPTER VIL-Wild and Arietta Are
in Luck.
to the leader of the camp. Edwards became very
much interested, and he watched the two men
Wild and his companion s hurried
through
sitting on the rock a short distance from them the canyon and were not long in along
reaching the
sharply.
big rock close to the foot of the cliffs.
stone
Phil Diamond was talking earnestly to the De- Wild had placed upon it was still there,The
so there
mon, no doubt urging him to make it hot for surely could be np mistake about the location.
Young Wild West. 'l'he fact was the villainous They all looked upward, but
see nothing
gambler had informed his pard late the night be- of the madman. There were could
many breaks all
fore that Young Wild West intended to make him along the steep side of the canyon,
and in SOI11,'.).
give up the elai)n he had staked out after the places jfdges could be seen which
more thlM
madman had left it. This had been sufficient to wide enough to permit a man towe1·e
walk without
cause the Demon to start in drinking that morn- danger. Arietta declared that she
could pick
ing, -and he was now just about started on one out the exact spot where she had
the movof his old-fashion ed sprees, as he called it. A ing form in the darkness the nightseen
before. She
minute passed, and then just as Edwards took pointed upward to a distance of probably
.
his ga,ze from the two rascals and looked in the feet from the ground they were standing on,forty
and
direction the Chinaman had gone in search of said:
Young Wild West, there was a puff of smoke, fol"There is the identical spot, Wild. I am sure
lowed instantly by a muffled report. When he of it. There must be a cave or
passage somelooked around again the two men who had been where up there."
sitting upon the rock were sprawling upon the
All hands now began walking
close to
ground near it, while Hop Wah was skipping the foot of the almost perpendicu laralong
wall of rock.
about his face wreathed in smiles.
Jutting points were all over it, and crevices · ran
"Hip hi, hooleyl" the Chinaman cried. "Um in here and there. On the whole, it looked very
cigar go bang! Whattee mattee?"
much }jke the average scenery to be f6und in al"You had better git ready to run, heathens," most any part of the Rockies. Yet
there might
Edwards whispered, hoarsely. "Them two fel- be some narrow place that a man
might squeeze
lers will shoot you as sure as guns."
through and then go upward with
Caves
"Lat allee light. Me shootee, too, so be. Me were so · common that there was notease.
one of ou-1~.
shootee velly muchee quickee."
friends who did not think this more than posOut came the big pistol, and then as the two sible. They walked up and down,
into
men we1·e scrambling to their feet, Hop turned it every opening, and covering a space peering
of fully two
toward them and fired two shots in quick suc- hundred feet without finding anything
that'-lookcession. A streak of red fil'e, followed by one ed like a way to get to the high spot above.
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"Well," the young deadshot said, as th~y ca~e there in a hurry. Arietta sartinly was right
together directly beneath the ledge, which Ari- when she said she seen him up there."
etta declared was the one the Mad Miner had
"Well, little girl," the young deadshot said,
paused upon the night bef_ore, "there certainly is nodding to his sweetheart, "since you are the
nothing to be seen that will show us the way to one to discover the secret entrance to the natural
get up there. Now then, I rec½:on we have got underground stairway, I reckon you had better
to do a little feeling. A good-sized rock can be go up it with me."
moved easily by a man, especially if it is bal"Good!" Arietta exclaimed. "Of course I want
anced properly. It may be that the opening he · to do that, Wild."
went through has been close~ by a rock or b~ul"And the rest will stay down here and wait
der. The thing to do now 1s to try e':~rythmg for us. If they hear us shout or a shot fired,
that looks to be loose. Come on, boys. ·
they'll know enough to come up and assist us.
"Right you are, Wild," the sc_out_ answ1:red, a~d One thing is certain, I wouldn't shoot the madthen they started in afresh, this time usmg their man even if he tried to kill us."
hands as well as their eyes.
"Come on, little girl," he said, in a low tone of
Arietta took part in the search, too, and when voice. "Just keep close behind me. I reckon it's
she suddenly ~topped almost directly beneath _the not so very dark in there, for there certainly
ledge Wild turned to see what she was domg. must be an opening above."
Then he lowered his head and enter~d .the openArietta had thrust her knife in a narrow crack
in the solid rock. She was working it from side ing, the girl following him. The natural stairto side, but did not show anything in th~ way of way the scout had spoken about was not more
excitement. But the young deadshot quickly ran than six feet from the face of the cliff. Wild
went to it ri~ht away, and once he got his feet
to her side.
·
upon what might be called the first step, though
"Find anything, Et?" he asked.
"I think I have, Wild," was the reply. "Just it was nothing more than a rounded rock, he
put your fingers in the crack and se~ if you can found he could stand erect. He looked UP.ward
move this piece of r0<:k. I am satisfied that :!t and saw that it was light there, though 1t was
isn't half as large as 1t seems to be. I can tell quite dark where he was standing. Irregular,
by feeling with my knife_ that it is not ~ore tha:n jutting rocks were all the way up, a,nd while
two or three inches thick. Yet I can t pry it some of the steps were quite high, it would be
no twuble to ascend in a hurry. Wild turned
loose."
,,
"We'll soon see about it, little girl, and the and found his sweetheart right behind him, so
without
any hesitation he proceeded -to go upboy quickly seized that portion of the rock which
ward. Arietta followed, and a few seconds later
seemed to be apart from the rest.
He easily got his fingers through the crack, and both were looking out at the top. But it was not
then he found that it really was nothing more the ledge they had seen from below. It was merethan a slab of about two inches in thickness, but ly a good-sized cave with a wide-open mouth.
"Little girl, I reckon we have got to go somedecided right away that the girl had made an imwhat higher," the young deadshot whispered.
portant discovery.
"Come on, and we'll find the way.''
"Just step aside," he said to Arietta.
His sweetheart nQ'dded, and then across the
The moment she did so he gave a pull, and
cave they went, finding a rather sharp ascent
then the slab of rock loosened and almost fell before
them. But on one side of this there were
upon him. But he was quick enough to get ?Ut so
many projecting rocks that it was easy for
of the way, however, and then he saw an openmg them
to hurry upward. Without scarcely makthat was more than large enough for a man to
a sound the two went upward, going rather
crawl into. But more than that. There was an ing
They were feeling the effects of the
iron ring attached to the slab that had fallen slowly.
climb when they finally came to a ledge which
down and to this was tied a strong rope. It was they
knew must be the one they had noticed from
near 'the top too, so it would be an easy matter
for any one' to pull upon the rope from inside below. Wild and Arietta stepped out upon it and
looked down at those below. Cheyenne Charlie
and cause the piece to come back in place.
.
his hat, but did not give vent to a cheer,
"Well little girl," the young deadshot said, waved
and the rest shook their hands and nodded to
without' showing the least excitement, "I reckon show
the satisfaction they felt at the success the
you're the lucky one, after all. This is one part two had
met with. Wild and his sweetheart
of the secret of the cliffs, I am sure. We have waved
their hands, and then the young, deadshot
found the way to get up to the hiding-place of made motions
for them to remain silent, after
the madman."
he turned and walked along the ledge,
"I knew I'd find it!" Arietta exclaimed, clap- which
which was not more than three feet in width.
ping her hands lightly.
There was. really nothing to hold fast
since
"Easy Et. Don't make too much noise. Prob- the front of the cliff happened to be veryto,smooth
ably the' old fellow may be watchin,t and listen- right there.
ing. If he finds out that we have discovered the
"Careful, Et," he whispered. "Don't look down.''
way to get into his retreat there is no telling
"I know enough for that, Wild," was the rewhat he might do.
ply. "Go on. I'll follow you.''
By this time the rest had gathered about the
For about · twenty feet the young
spot. They were all talking excitedly in whis- worked his way along, and then he camedeadshofl
to the
pers. Young Wild West alone was perfectly cool. narrow mouth of a cave, which was so located
"Great gimlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, that it would be impossible for any one to see it
as he took a look into the opening. "There's a from the bottom of the gulch. A greasy
natural sort of stairs runnin' up there, Wild. No came to the boy's nostrils the moment he odor
got
wonder it was easy for the crazy feller to git up there, so he knew he was very close to a habit&-
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tion of some sort. When Arietta got safely to
his side the two peered into the- cave, but could
see nothing, since it ·w:/-S quite dark there,"
"Here's where the Mad Miner lives, little girl,"
the boy whispered, his mouth close to her ear.
"Now then, I reckon we may as well go in and
finish the task we have undertaken." She nodded,
so without any hesitation they passed into the
cave. The further they went the more the greas y
odor came to their nostrils. This was due to the
:fact that meat was cooked there quite often, no
doubt, and a place where cooking is done certainly must be inhabited.
But as far as they went they were well satisfied that it was the Mad Miner's retreat, anyhow, since he had been tracked right there, so to
speak. It was not altogether dark, for they were
able to distinguish each other fairly well. The
cave being a broad one, it was hard to tell which
way to go. But Wild decided to move straight
across it from the entrance.
SuddenlY. he came in contact ·with a natural
wall of roe , which he had failed to see before.
As he felt along this his hand suddenly came in
contact with a sort of curtain that was made of
skins. It was hung all the way to the rocky
flooring of the cave, as he quickly discerned. As
soon as Arietta was at "his side he whispered to
her of his discovery, and then without any hesitation .-he pulled the curta~n gently aside.
The very instant he did this a stream of light
flooded in upon them. Wild. knelt upon one knee
and peereed through the opening he had made
by pushing aside the curtain. The light streamed in from the left, but he was looking into a
portion of the cave that had a rocky ceiling over
1t running almost to the spot where he was kne.e lIng. But that was not all he saw. A little to
to the right was a sort of natural fireplace with
a ·heap of ashes in it, and near by were some
cooking utensiles. Skins were hung up here and
there, and two shovels, a pick and an old rifle
were leaning against the side of the cave.
As the two took this in they r~alized that they
had at last come to the exact place where the
Mad Miner made his abode. Wild turned his eyes
more to the left. and then in the semi-darkness
of the background he discerned what ' looked very
much like the reclining form of a human being
upon a -pile of skins. After taking a good look
at it he decided that it really was Paul Brown,
and that he was asleep. ·
Motioning his sweetheart to remain at the curtain, he stepped noislessly across the open space.
He passed within a few feet of the spot, and
then had the satisfaction of discovering that he
:had made no mistake, for lying in slumber was
the man they were looking for. As the boy bent
forward he could not help noticing that the expression of the mad miner's face was child-like.
He was sleeping peacefully, and he resolved not
to awaken him. He tiptoed his way back to_ his
waitin~ sweetheart and then quickly told her
about 1t.
"Now then," he added, "I hardly think it is
necessary for us to look for anything further
just now. We know one way to get up here, but
there could be another. Suppose we try and find
out?" Arietta nodded, showing that she agreed
,vith what he said, so Wild motioned her to fol-

low, and then passed on through the portion of
the cave that was the real home of the crazy man,
and was soon standing in a little defile out in
the open ah;.
Almost the first thing the two saw when they
got there, was a ladder that was constructed of
a couple of poles and pieces of stout skin. This
ran about fifteen feet above to a ledge. Bent
upon finding out all they could, Wild and his
sweetheart made their way to the rude ladder.
"Follow me, little girl," the young deadshot _
whispered. "But wait until I get to the top, for a
it may not be strong enough to bear the weight
of both."
"All right," was the reply. "Go ahead. But I
hope the madman doesn't awaken before I reach
the top."
"He is sleepin~ too soundly for that. I reckon
it will be all rignt. I have an idea that we may
find another way to get down into the gulch. We
are up in the cliff's now all right."
The boy ascended the ladder with ease and
quickness, and once he was at the top Arietta
proceeded to follow him.
When she was safely upon the ledge she found
Wild pointing to the right.
There was a long,_slanting stretch, which could
easily be ascended, so without waiting a moment ?';
the two proceeded on upward.
It was rather tiresome, too, f.or it was longer
than they had thought at first.
Finally, when they reached the top, they found
themselves upon the highest point of the cliffs.
A view of the mining camp and all the surrounding country was to be had, and as they
looked upon it they could not help admiring the
beautiful scene.
But it was not long that they remained this
way.
Wild wanted to let those below know where he
was.
He stepped cautiously out to.ward the edge of
the steep precipice, an.d then dropping upon his
hands and knees, bent over and looked downward.
But he could not see anyone, for the ledge cut
off the view.
Arietta came within six feet of him and sat
down, for she did not feel like venturing closer
just then.
Wild drew back, and nodding to her, said in a
low tone of voice:
"I can't see them, for they must be twenty or
thirty feet from my view. I'll just write a little
note and throw it down, SJ> they can m<?ve out,
and then we'll have the satisfaction of seeing each
other."
The boy always carried ·a small notebook with
him, and producing it, he scribbled it with a 1>en·
cil the following:
"Move back a few yards and then look straight
up, and you will see us. We have found the mad
miners hiding place and are at the very top of
Wild."
the cliffs.
After Arietta had been permitted to read this
the young deadshot tied the paper to a flat st one
with a piece of string he found in his pocket, a nd
then without a ny hesitation hur led it over the
edge of the cliff. The two could hear the st one
J
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as it struck the ground below, as it probably
landed in some sand which was a few yards from
the foot of the cliff. But both ventured as close
as possible to the edge and waited. Scarcely a
minute elapsed before they saw Jim Dart appear
below. He was quickly followed by the rest, and
then there was considerable waving · of hands,
both from those below and the two above. Waiting there a minute or two, Wild took his sweetheart by the arm and led her back from the
,.edge of the dangerous place.
'
"Now then, little girl, I reckon we'll go on
down by another way. There certainly must
be more than one way to get here."
•
"All right, Wild," was the reply. "It matters not if it takes us a little longer to get down
than it did in coming up here. As you say, there
must be another way, and we should discover it
by all means."
. It happened that they turned in ·the right direction at the very start, for they did not have
to go more than ten yards before they found a
means of getting down. It was a rather :rough
way, but both were used to mountain climbing,
· so they continued on, and at the expiration of .five
minutes they reached the comparatively level
ground of the gulch. But that very moment two
en came around a rock and stopped still in their
tracks right before them. They were Phil Diamond and the D~mon.
CHAPTER VIII.-Phil Diamond and ,the Demon
!
Are Thrashed By Wild
When Sam Judge, alias the Demon, started to
flee from Young Wild West's camp he certainly
was very much fr{ghtened. He did not look back
until he had nearly reached the Gray Horse Saloon and when he did so and found that Phil Diamond was running as if for his life he felt slightly relieved.
"Phil can't call me a coward, anyhow," he muttered, as he came to a stop to wait for him to
come up. "I reckon a man's a fool to stand an'
let a heathen shoot red an' green fire all around
him like that. There ain't no tellin' what he
might do. I feel mighty lucky at gittin' away.
But that don't mean that I ain't goin' to have a
talk with Young Wild West an' make him understand that if he tries to fool with me he'll make
the mistake of his life."
As he said this he became quite bold again,
though he had no intention of returning to the
camp right _a way.
"What did you run like that for?" the gambler
asked. A smile showed upon · the villain's face.
face.
"What chance did I have there with the Chinaman cuttin' up sich tricks? I was expectin' every
minute he would blow me all to pieces."
"That's what I was thinkin'. That's why I
run, Phil. But don't say no more. You can't call
me a coward, anyhow, 'cause if you do you have
got to admit that you're one yourself." .
· "There ain't nothin' cowa1·dly about it. It's
the heathen's queer tricks. I thought he was
shootin' at us to kill us. But it seems I ain't
got nothin' more to show than where the hair
has been burned off my neck, while my eyebrows
is singed a little."
"Same here, Phil. Let's go an' git a drink.
I reckon we'll feel better if we do."
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The gambler was agreeable, so they quickly repai:J:ed to the barroom of the saloon. There was
no one there at the time but Buck Gibbons himself. He looked at the men sharply as they entered, for he noticed their singed appearance.
"What was all the shootin' about ov:er by
Young Wild West's camp?" he asked, unable to
hold back the curiosity he felt. .
"That fool of a Chinaman was givin' a little
exhibition. Shootin' off fireworks, that's all."
"Funny kind of fireworks, too," Phil Diamond
a'dded before his companion could s11y anything
further. "Sam smoked a cigar that sleight-ofhand heathen gave him, an' it went off like a
skyrocket."
Then he laughed, much to the disgust of the
Demon.
"Give us a drink," the latter said. "There
ain't no use in tryin' to git the best of a magician, whether he's a heathen or a white man."
"Where's Edwards?" Gibbons asked as he put
a bottle and two glasses on the bar for them.
"He stayed over there," Diamond answered
with a shrug of the shoulders. "Mighty friendly
with Young Wild West an' his crowd. Seems
to think an awful lot of that heathen, too."
"That's all right, boys," Gibbons said, shaking
his head. "If I was you I wouldn't try to start
any trouble with Young Wild West. Jest 'cause
he asked questions about Paul Brown's claim an'
all that don't mean that he's goin' to clean you
out. But, Sam," and he turned to the Demon
and shook his head ·impressively, "you know as
well as I do that you ain't got no right to that
claim, even if you did stake it out after Brown
ot crazy ·an' left it."
,
"Ain't got no right to · it? Why, what's the
atter with you? He didn't stake it out, did he?''
"No, but some kind of an allowance oughter
to be made for him since he lost his mind."
"You're sidin' with Young Wild West, too, then.
All right; you'll find out that I've got as many
friends here as you have, Buck. Don't say no
more, 'cause I know your feelin's now; an' that
set,Jes it."
"I ain't goin' to say no more. I was only
givin' you a little advice, that's all. You oug}lter
know putty well that you an' Phil won't stand a
bit of a show with Young Wild West, not if he
-rakes a notion to clean you out. He's got two
pards with him what kin shoot about as straight
an' quick as he kin. Where would you folks
come in?"
"Didn 1t I jest tell you that I reckon I've got
some friends here?" \
"Yes, but I reckon Young Wild West would
find more friends than you two could."
"Meanin' by that, I s'pose, that you would be
agin us."
"Not meanin' anything of the kind. I'm neutral in the camp. I'm runni:t\' the Gray Horse
Saloon, an' it ain't my business to mix up or take
sides with anything that's goin' on here."
"You ain't thinkin' that way, though."
"Oh, yes, I am. I reckon I kin give advice if .
I want to. You don't have to take it, though."
"I ain't goin' to take it, either. Give us another drink, an' hurry up about it."
. "There's the bottle an' there's the glasses.
Help yourselves, but be sure to put down the
money!"
Buck Gibbons was certainly not to be brow-
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beaten,, by the Demon. The two drank again, and
then the Demon produced a quart bottle of li:quor,
saying as he did so:
"By the time I git this in me things will be
open here in Bone Dust Camp, an' don't you forgit it. Come on, Phil. We'll go an' look for .
Young Wild West."
It must have been that the gambler had taken
just enough drink to make him reckless, for he
nodded to show his willingness, and then out of
the place the two hurried. This time they did not
go direct to the camp of our friends, but turned
off a little to the left, and passed on up the gulch,
hoping to come upon the boy they were looking for. It happened that they, as well as nearly
every man in the mining camp, knew about where
the Mad Miner had his hiding place among the
cliffs. Yet no one had ventured to discover the
place, for as has already been stated, they were
too superstitious to interfere with the unfortunate fellow. In order to avoid being seen by anyone at the camp they had lately vlsited, they
moved aleng slowly, sometimes creeping, until
they were well past the spot. Then they proceded on up the gulch, keeping close to the cliffs
on the left, and after covering nearly a q]Jarter
of a mile, they sat down near a steep path that
wound upward.
_
"I reckon you kin have a taste of this stuff; Phil," the . Demon said as he offered hi~ companion the bottle.
"All right," was the reply. "I s'pose I'd better
take a good one, 'cause I know jest about how
you're feelin'. You'll want to drink -every bit
that's left."
"You have got that right. Take a good one,
'cause that's all you're goin' to git."
While the gambler usually drank something
strong every day in his life, he was not in the
habit of getting intoxicated. He often declared
that a man could not play draw poker successfully if he was drunk. He had already inbibed
quite a few drinks that morning, more than he
was in the habit of taking, and when he took a
good pull at the bottle the fiery stuff coursed
through his veins and set his brain whirling.
The Demon took the bottle from him, and placing it to his lips, did not stop until he h~d
drained it to the last drop. Then he arose to his
feet and began swinging his arms, though he did
not shout.
"I'm all right now, Phil," he said.. "Let's go
right on an' find Young Wild West."
J
The gambler nodded, and then the two started
around a rock that obstructed the way: They
had scarcely done this when they heard footstep~
very near them, and the next i~stant a boy .and
girl appeared before them. Tliey ~ere. Young
Wild West and ANetta, the two havmg Just descended from the top of the cliffs, as has already
been stated. It was a mutual surprise, for certainly the young deadshot and his sweetheart had
not expected to meet the gambler just then, and
· even though they were looking for Young Wild
West, the Demon and Phil Diamond were not
ready to meet him at that moment. With his oldtime coolness, Young Wild West was the first to
find the use of his tongµe.
":{low are you, Diamond?" he called out smilingly as if he actually was pleased at the meetirur. '"What are you doing up this way?"
- T~ot a right to come here if I want to, haven't
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l?" the gambler answered as soon as he was able
to frame the words.
"Certainly. Going up to the top of the cliffs,
I suppose."
"I kin go .there if I want to."
"Oh, of course. But why are you so sour? I
don't know as I have done anything to you,
have I?"
"I don't want to argue the question with you.
Young Wild West. You mind your business an'
I'll mine mine."
"I am satisfied to do that. But, say, who , 1s
your friend?"
~I'm Sam Judge, if you want to know," the
Demon growled, while his eyes flashed and his
brow--darke;ned. "I've been lookin' for you this
mornin', Young Wild West. I went over to your
camp, but you wasn't there."
"Oh, you are the man they call the Demon,
then?"
•
"That's jest who I am, an' you kin bet y;our
life I'm a demon when I git started."
"Sorry to hear that. I never yet met a demon,
and I imagine that such a fellow must be a real
dangerous character. But just take it easy, my
friend. It is foolish to get excited. You seem
a lot surprised at meeting me. I have just- come
down from the top of the cliffs up there, and I
don't mind telling you that I went up by anoth"ir
route. We were lool5ing for the Mad Miner, you
know."
"I don't care wno you was lookin' for. I've
been lookin' for you, as I jest told you," and theDemon growled mor:e- :f.u.rimrsly- thmr ever.
"Et," the boy said calmly, as .he turned to the
girl at his side, "I reckon this fellow iS- in a very
bad..humor. I did want to have a talk with him,
but I suppose there will be no use now. Maybe
I'll have to wait until he settles down, so he can
be reasoned with."
This remark seemed to increase the Demon
greatly.
"See here!" he exclaimed, stepping forward
and at the same time laying a hand on the butt
of a revolver. "You may think you're smart,
Young Wild West. I never seen you afore, bu,t
from what I've heard of you you're a sort
terror, or somethin' like that. But don't think
for a minute that I'm afraid of you, no matter
what you are. I understand that you're goin'
to try an' git my claim away from me."
"Who told you that?"
As the boy asked this he gazed steadily into
the man's eyes.
"Never mind who told me," the villain
answered, showing just the least bit of hesitation.
"But I am asking you. I want you to tell me
who told you that?"
"I told him, Young · Wild West," the gambler
spoke up, putting on a bravado which he certainly did not feel.
"Oh, all right. I was talking to you last night
about the Mad Miner's claim, I believe. This is
your pard, the Demon, eh?"
"Yes, that's my pard, an' a mighty good one..
too. I feel bound to stick to him throu~h thicll.
an' thin, an' you kin bet I'm goin' to do 1t."
"What do you mean by that?" and the boy
smiled as he asked the question.
"You know what I mean. If you have come
here to try an' take his claim away from him,
after he's got it staked out accordin' to law an'
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filed in the land office, you'll have a mighty hard
time of it."
"Do you think that is why I came to Bone
Dust Camp?"
1
"Maybe you didn't come here for that, but I'm
thinkin' that's what you're up to <loin'. You said
as much last night." .
"You might have taken it that way. I remember of ha, ing said that it seemed to be a shame
that if Paul B:r:own went out of liis mind when
he found he struck it rich that somebody should
come along and take possession of the claim he
•
h-rd located."
" Yes, an' you said you thought it might be possible that he would be all right ag'in, an' then
.
he oughter have the claim."
"I believe I did say that, too. But that's all
right, Diamond. What is the use of getting
angry over it? The man hasn't come to his right
mind yet, as I know of, and probably he never
will."
"Meanin' by that, I :;'pose, that if he don't git
all right ag'in you won't bother your head about
•
it, is that it?"
"I suppose that's it. But I am going to tell
you that we are trying to see if anythin·g can be
done. for him."
"You have been up to see him, maybe."
"We went up , that way, but didn't say a word
to him." - 'Of course not. You couldn't fin"d him. Nobody could find him if they wanted to.'~
While Phil Diamond was talkin,g to Wild the
Demon, who now :no- doubt was wrought to a
desperate pitch, was listening and keeping his
eyes upon the boy's face. Suddenly he jerked
from the holster the revolver his hand was holding and attempted to cover Wild with it.- But
the action was expected· by both the young deadshot and his sweetheart, and before the villain
could pull the trigger or say a word Arietta
leaped .fcu.ward and knocked the weapon from
liis band. She was stam;iing very cJose to him at
the time, so it was easy for lier to· do·-this.
"I think it would be bettel' for you if you didn't
try to use any of your weapons," she said coolly. ·
"Surely I don't wish to lrave you' shot dead, but
ii: ou try anything like that again you will die,.
that's certain.''
The man was so enraged at the girl's action
that he must have forgotten himself for the
moment.
With a roar like tbat Qf an a ngry bull he
sprang upon her, and hls action being somewhat
unexpec.ted, Arietta was caught in his g r asp almost before she fairly realized it.
"I,.?-1 choke the life out of you, you vixen!" Sam
Ju~e cried. • "Knock my gun from my hand, will
you? Take that!"
His right ha nd flew back and his fists clenched,
but before he could deliver the blow Wild caught
him squarely between the eyes with a blow that
was straight from the shoulder . No man could
st and up under such a blow as Young Wild West
was able to deliver when he tried to hit har d.
I he Demon threw up both hands, and staggerin-g back two or three steps-, fell fla t up his back.
If Phil Diamond ha d desir.ed t o,· no doubt he
might have fi red a shot that would have finished
Young Wild West while the brief struggle was
occu,r r ing. But be made no such move. Ile stood
~ere as if he had suddenly become t r ansfixed,
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and when Wild turned to him and aimed a blow
at his head he did net even dodge. Whack! The
elenched fist of the young deadshot struck him
on the side of the jaw, and down he went in a
quivering heap.
"Et," the boy said in his cool and easy way,
"I feel just like beating the lives out of them."
"Don't do it!" the girl cried, somewhat excited.
"Remember it is useless to kill a fellow being unless it is to save your own life or the life of someone else. There is no fear of the two villains
doing us any harm, Wild. You know that.''
"Right you are, little girl. I believe I was losing control of myself for the moment. But I'll
just show this fellow they call the Demon how I
can handle my fists, 'and then I'll ,let him see how
I can handle a gun."
The Demon, roused to a furious pitch, though
somewhat groggy from the blow he had received,
was at that 'moment rising to his feet.. Wild
permitted him to get up, and as he stood there,
unsteady, no deubt trying to gather his wits and
muscles at the same time, the boy stepped up
and delivered a resounding smack upon his face
with the back of his left hand.
"You sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed, his eyes
flashing. "You we1·e going to st:cangle my sweetheart, were you? Ahd you meant to shoot me before sh~ interfered, eh? All right. Now put up
your hands. I am going to give you a square
deal."
' But the Demori did not seem to know how to
go about it. He threw ou.t his hands, his fingers
working convulsively, as if he was trying·to claw
the ~ace of the boy rather than strike him. But
that wa~ sufficient. He was trying to · do something, so Young Wild West landed two blows in
quick succession, and when the Demon went down
this time he lay perfectly still, his legs stretc:tied
out· as if .he was · breathing his last. PhH Diamond, thoroughly beaten, was still lying on the
ground, though it was evident that even though
he had been temporarily stunned from the , blow
he had received upon the jaw, he was now him:,self again. · Still he was not going to run the
chance of being struck by the hard-hitting boy
.
again.
"I reckon that wijl b~ 11bout all,"' Wild said ·in
hiS'" cool and easy way. "Come on, Et, we'll go
and join our friends."
Then the two walked leisurely from the spot,
looking over their shoulders to make sure that
th.e villain would :aot suddenly rise and open fire
upon them. But no such thing happened, and
when they were out of sight Phil Diamond got
upon his feet and_hurried to the side of his fallen
companion.
"Wake up, Sam," he said in a low voice. "I
.
know blamed well you ain't killed."
"Eh, what's that?" came the reply, and tlien
the Demon strugg led· to e. sitting posture.
Afte:i,- looking around in a dazed sort of way
for a moment, his full sense returned to nirp.
"He licked me, Phil!" he exclaimed, as he permitted himself- to be assisted to his feet.
" I know he did. Let's' git up t the top of the
cliff, an' maybe we'll h ave a chance at him from
there. I heard him say to the gal that he was
goin' to meet th!l_i r friends. They must be
around here somew1i.ere. Come on, Sam. We'll
git ·squar.e with Young Wild West yet, see if
we don't.''
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The Demon nodded his head, and as the gambler turned to go up the sharp ascent that Wild
and Arietta had come down but a short time
before, he followed him without making a word
.
~pro~~
. CHAPTER IX.-The Secret of the Cliffs.
Wild and Arietta, in reaching the foot of the
descent, had arrived at ·a spot that was probably
three hundred yards distant from where they
had left their companions. But they knew the
right way to go, so hardly a minute elapsed before they came upon the waiting ones. Charlie
was sitting on a boulder with . his wife, while
Jim and Eloise stood before them, looking toward the top of the precipice. When they heard
the footsteps of the returning two all hands
•
turned that way.
"Here we are," the young deadshot exclaimed
in his cool and easy way. "Had a little tussle,
too. I thought probably you were near enough
to hear it, but it seems that you were not."
"Tussle! What do you mean, with the Mad
Miner?" Jim askea.
"No, but with that gambler fellow and his
pard, who is called Demon. They came up this
way looking for me."
"And they both got soundly thrashed for their
trouble," Arietta added, her eyes flashing. "One
l>f the villians meant to strangle me, I believe."
It did not take them long to relate what had
happened after they came down to the foot of the
cliffs. Then Wild briefly told them of how they
had discovered the Mad Miner sound asleep in his
hidden retreat, and how thy had left the place
by means of a rudely constructed ladder and
reached the top of the precipice.
· "What are you going to do now, Wild?"
Charlie asked, looking sharply at the young deadshot.
"I haven't made up my mind 7et, Charlie," was
the reply.
The words had scarcely left the boy's lips whe_n
a revolver cracked from somewhere above them,
and he heard the bullet strike a rock close at his
side. He looked up and saw the two villains he
had lately encountered. Jim saw them, too, and
as quick as a flash his rifle flew to his shoulder.
Crang! As the report rang out a sharp cry came
from above, and the two villains quickly disappeared. Whether it was from the shot that
had been fired from above, or the one from below,
cannot be said, but half a minute later a cry
sounded from the ledge above them, and the mad
miner suddenly, appeared. He was attired just
as he had been when they saw him the night
before, and as he looked dowp at them he waved
his hands excitedly. Then a burst of laughter
came from his lips.
"Hello, Mr. Brown!" Wild shouted, forming his
hands into a trumpet. "Don't get excited. We
2re friends, and want to assist you."
"Ha! ha! ha!" came the reply. "If you want
to talk to me come up here."
"By jingo!" the young dead shot exclaimed,
turning to Arietta. We'll take him at his word.
Come on, Et. The flat rock that had covered
the secret opening still lay upon the ground and,
without waiting to talk it over a bit, the young
ieadshot turned toward it. Arietta was right at
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his heels. . Sol!'ewhat excited now, Young Wild
West hurried mto the hole, as it might be called
and at oncE: bega n ascending toward the led,g~
above. Anetta , determined to see the thing
through, went right after him. When they came
to the cave above they lost no time in hurrying
across it and starting up the next ascent. When
they got to the ledge the queer old fellow was
not there, so they pushed their way al<¥1g and
entered the big cave.
'. After li~tening _for half a minute and not hearmg 3:nythmg, Wild ventured to push aside the
cur~am.. The underground habitation was not oc:i,.
'
cupied Just then.
"Where can he have gone Wild?" Arietta ·
'
asked, in a whisper.
"I don't know," was the reply. "But just keep
cool. He'll show up in a short time I am sure
'
of it."
They waited there for fully ten minutes and
then, just as t~ey were thinking of going out
to the ledge agam, they heard a rattling of dirt
and sto;,a.es. It came from outside, where they
had ascended the ladder, and Wild motioned for
his sweetheart to remain where she was and
quickly went that way. When he saw 'Paul
Brown coming hurriedly down the ladder an expression of satisfaction on his face, he i~agined
that something had ·happened to the two villains
!-r-,
who had gone to the top of the cliffs.
Wild saw the madman coming into the cave
so he quickly drew back and, seizing his swee~
heart by the arm, }lushed her into a niche. They
had barely got out of sight when Brown walked
hu,~riedly past them, chuckling to himself.
There was go1d below, and there is gold here.
Ha! ha! ha!" he said, in a sort of monotone
"But what is gold to me? I .know not what i
am, and could never spend money of I had it.
But ha! What is it? My head hurts."
Then he staggered back and almost fell to the
ground. But by a great effort he recovered and
turning in the direction he had come he shook his
'
fist, and cried :
"I hate those two men. The rope will trip them and they will fall to the bottom of the cliffs.
They have followed me here at last, and I have tz-._'
'
trapped them. Ha! ha! ha!"
Out through the adjoining cave Paul Brown
made his w~y. Wild took A.rietta by the arm
and the two followed, treading softly. The madman went out upon the ledge, and then looking /
down he saw those waiting below and called to
them mockingly. Just then Wild and his sweetheart stepped upon the' ledge near hini.
"Her~ we a r e, Mr. Brown," the young deadshot said, coolly, at the same time putting himself on guard for a sudden attack. "You told
us you would talk to us if we came up here. Now
then, be as good as your word."
. As if he had been thunderstruck, the mad
miner threw up his hands and staggered back.
"Who-who are you?" stammered the surprised
fellow.
"My name is Young Wild West, and this is my
sweetheart, Arietta Murdock. Do you mind~
shaking hands with me?"
As if hE: hardly knew what he was doin~,
Brown extended his right hand. Wild seized 1t
just as if he had been a perfectly sane man, and
gave it a hearty shake. His grip was returned
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sl~ghtly, ~n~ !hen he knew that he was dealing
with an md1vidual who, though he might be .insane, was not altogether without something in
the way of understanding. Brown looked at the
two in a dazed sort of way. Then suddenly a
slight sound was heard from somewhere over
their heads.
·"Ha!" he exclaimed, as he stepped close to the
rocks that were heaped upon the end of the
ledge. :Just then something happened that might
have been called dreadful. Wild and Arietta
_ looked above them, and started back involun, tarily. There was a rattling of dirt and stones
above them, and then two human forms went
whirling downward.
"There they go!" cried the madman, gleefully.
"They will never know the secret of the cliffs!"
Wild leaned over the ledge and was just in time
to see the two men strike the ground only to be
killed instantly. He knew very well' that · there
was no chance for them after falling from such a
dizzy height.
"I told you, I told you," the mad miner cried.
"They will never know the secret of the . cliffs."
Then he turned suddenly as if to run away
from them. But his foot caught upon a jutting
point of rock, and he fell headlong, his head
~triking hard against the side of the opening
.,mto the cliff. A groan came from his lips, and
• then he twitched about convulsively, and then
breathed a sigh.
"He is dead, Wild," Arietta cried, excitedly.
"No, Et, no dead. His heart is peating an
right. He is simply unconscious. Quite a crack
he got on the head, though. Just tell the rest to
come up here. I reckon they may as wen have a
look in the mad miner's abode."
·Arietta quickly leaned over the ledge and
shouted to those below to come on up. All were
eager to do this, and when -she •saw them running
toward the opening she turned her attention to
the unconscious man. Wild was doing his best
to restore him to consciousness, but finding he
could not do so, he said:
"Just help me carry him into his cave. There
must be some water there. That is what is
. •11eeded now, little girl."
1
Arietta quickly took hold of the lower limbs of
the madman, and Wild gripped him about the
body beneath his a r ms, and then it · was a comparatively easy thing to carry him back into the
cave. Not until they got to the rude bed did
they let him down. A quick search by Arietta
prorluced the necessary water. With his handkerchief Wild wet the brow of the unconscious
man, and it was not long before be opened his
eyes.
"Where am I?" he asked, looking around wildly. "Oh, I know. This is the place I have been
dreaming about for so long. There is gold here,
but-- My gold mine! What has become of it?"
"Take it easy, Y.JY friend," the young deadshot
said, for he ret.lized instantly that the man was
awakening from his insane delusion.
"Who hit me? Oh. I remember now," and then
~rown sprang to his feet and looked around. "It
as Sam Judge. He hit me with a club right
after I found the gold, and I have been dreamin'
ever since."
Wild looked at Arietta, but said nothing. It
was not long before Cheyenne Charlie appeared
upon the scene. He was followed by Anna, and
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then came Eloise and Jim. The mad miner
looked at them couriously. Then he rubbed his
head, where the rock had come in contact with it
and turning to the young deadshot, whom h~
seemed to regard as his saviour, said:
"I don't understand it at all. But I ain't gain'
to say anything. I'm here just as I've been
dreamin'. I found gold just outside of the gulch
and then I got hit on the head by Sam Judge'
who wanted to steal it from me. Then a day o;
two after I found myself up here, and I never
wanted to back there again, unless I had to.
After. a while he agreed to go down into the
gulch with them, and when they· had reached it
Wild Jed him direct to the spot where the bodies
of the demon and the gambler lay.
"There the man you referred to a little while
ago, Mr. Brown," the young deadshot said, as he
pointed to the demon.
" "He's dead!" exclaimed Brown, solemil!iy.
Yes, that's part ~f my dream. I set a trap for
them; the rope tripped them and they fell over
the cliff. Yes, l j know. But take me somewhere
and let me lie down."
The last was said wearily. Charlie and Jim .
supported the man as they made their way back
to the camp, and once they got there he was made
comfortable and promptly fell asleep. It was not
until later in the afternoon that he awoke and
then he was just as sane as he had ever be~n in
his life.
Wild had permitted it be spread
thx:oug~ the mining camp that Sam Judge and
Phil piamond had been hurled from the top of
the cb_ff by the madman. But that evening, when ·
the mmers ha_d returned from their work, he related everythmg to them, save what might be
called the secret of the cliffs, hich was the gold
that was located in the caves.
"
It is not necessary to go any further into thi's
particular adventure of Young Wild West. Suffice it ~ say that Paul Brown was no longer the
Mad M1!)er, bu~ per~ectly si;ne. He promised to
commumcate with his re1abves at once, and insisted upon Young Wild West and his friends
sharing some of the gold he had found.
Wild decided to remain at the mining camp a
few days, which he did, and then, seeing that
everything was straightened - out and that Bone
Dust Camp was all the better for the death of
the two villains, he set out with his friends !n
search of fresh adventures.
·
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND 'GOLD DUST BILL'; OR, THE
MAN WITH THE YELLOW STREAK."
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The Boy Who Was Honest
By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER XI.
Cliff Remains On The Level.
Mrs. Thorley opened it, and then started back
'7.'ith a sharp cry. Into the room coolly walked
Dal Desmond.
Cliff sprang up and grasped a chair threateningly. He glared at the intruder and demanded:
"What do you want here?"
Desmond put up his hands and said in an amica1He way:
"It's all right. I'm· willing to let bygones be
bygones. I've come to do you a favor."
"The greatest favor you can do is to get out of
here at once," cried Cliff.
"}Yon't you listen to what I have to say?"
"we don't ·want anything to do with you."
"Oh, you don't?"
"No, sir. I give you one minute to leave."
Desmond walked across the room and sat down.
"You can only kill me," he said, "but before
you do that listen to me. I have something to tell
you of interest. It concerns Jackson Thorley."
Cliff still held tla chair aloft. He glanced at
his mother. ' Sometnmg in her face impelled him
to lower the chair.
"What have you to say about my husband, Dal
Desmond?" demanded Mrs. Thorley. "I hope you
bring us no lies."
-"What I bring you is the absolute truth," cried
Desmond, earnestly. "I'm telling you that I'm
sorry, and so is Watson, for turning Thorley
down. We're going to make amends by getting
his release from Sing Sing. The governor will
pardon him if- Watson says so, and you'll have
him back in your midst once more."
Desmond spoke with dramatic force and emphasis. His words seemed to carry weight.
Mrs. Thorley gave a little eager exclamation,
and her face flushed. Cliff saw it, and his heart
smote him. She still clung to her love for her
second husband. It was woman's nature.
"Desp10nd," said Cliff, quietly, "before you ask
ilS to believe your statement explain what have
prompted this sudden smitting of conscience on
your part and that of .Mr. Watson's?"
"Well, we sort of feel that it wasn't fair play.
Thorley did no worse than lots of others have
done, only they didn't get caught."
"When do you propose to have my step-father
pardoned?"
"This month. Within three weeks."
"Is that your only reason for this?"
"Well," said Desmond, biting off the end of a
ciga'r, "there's no use beating around the bush. I
don't mind telling you that we may ask a little
favor of you."
"Well, what is it?"
_ "You must know that Thorley i s failin~ in
-1th up there in Sin.11: Sing. It's ce1·tain that

if he returns now he'll lead a new life and be a
comfort to you. What is more, Watson promises
to get him a good job. What we ask in return
for this is very slight and can be done in a minute
and a half."
Long before this Cliff had begun to sound the
villain's real purpose. He saw that a rascally mot~e was underneath.
He wished first to know what this was. So he
said, temporizingly:
"Well, in what way can I earn such a great
favor?"
.
Desmond fixed his black eyes on the boy.
"Just a little favor," he said. "You work for
Edward Morgan. You know that Morgan and
Watson are at odds financially just now."
"Yes."
"Ju st so. Well, in order to beat Morgan, Watson onlv needs a little document tied up with a
blue ribbon. That document is in a pigon-hole of
the big safe in Morgan's office. It's loss will never
be noticed. You have access to that safe. Slip
the document in your pocket. Take it to Watson
and let him look at it. That is all that is neces1 sary.
You can then replace the paper in the
· sEtfe. No one will be the wiser.
You haven't
committed a theft. You've borrowed and returned. There is no dishonesty in it, but you will
have done Watson a favor, and gotten Thorley '
out of Sing Sing."
-lJ
For a moment after this seductive statement
and proposition Cliff looked searchingly at the .
:villain. The bo;r was trying to read his game.
"Why does Watson want this paper?''
Desmond shrugged his shoulders.
"You might ask him."
"What would be the result? Would it be damaging to Mr. Morgan?"
"Oh, no, no!"
"What satisfaction, then, is Watson to receive?" asked Cliff.
"Oh, he just wants to satisfy his curiosity, that
is all. If he wasn't on such hostile terms with
Morgan he'd go to him and ask himself for the
favor, but you know, they are at sword's points."
Cliff turned to the window a moment. Mrs.
Thorley came to his side.
!""
"Do you think it could be done?" she whispe1=ed
eagerI};.
·
Cliff looked at his mother · 1ong and nitingly.
Then he turned to Desmond.
·
"Are you waiting for an answer?"
"I am," replied Desmond.
"Then you may have it. I will not under any
circumstances, not even to save my own life,
grant your request."
Something like an imprecation dropped from
De$mond's lips. His eyes glittered like diamonds.
"What? Do you refuse?"
"I do."
"Why, you are crazy. It is the chance of a lifetime. It is an insignificant thing to do. You will
have your stepfather back all safe. You owe it
to him--"
"Stop!" cried Cliff, sternly. "I would be breaking a trust. It would be a treacherous, dishonest .._.
trick. Not if my life depended on it would I do
it."
"You're a fool!" gritted Desmond. "Chock full
of silly sentiment. You'll ge~ that knocked out of
you some time. You're a fool, I say! A fool!"
''You are quite wrong," said Cliff, coolly. "You
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are the fool for thinking that you could entrap me
in such a manner. I ask you never to come here
again."
Lurid with rage, Desmond strode to the door.
"We shall see how long this pretended honesty
of yours will last," he gritted. "But I'll tell you
one thing. We shall secure that paper through
another medium. Ed Morgan is going to fail. He
is going to the wall. I've given you a good chance
.and you have thrown it away. Now you can take
the consequences , and your stepfather may die in
Sing Sing before he'll get out."
, Desmond strode from the room. For a moment
Cliff trembled with rage. Mrs. Thorley sat sobbing in her chair.
Desmond's heavy footsteps were ,heard on the
stairs. Cliff went to the window and looked out.
The lights of the city were beginning to twinkle
forth.
To the boy who had set out in life with his rigid
:purpose of honesty it seemed as ff there was a
mountain in his path. Why should this be? Why
should fate place so many temptations in his way?
For one brief moment he was shaken, but in the
next moment his strong character asserted itself,
and he set his jaw hard.
"I will win!" he muttered. "I know that it is
possible to do so on the level. I'll be a square
man all my life. The honest man must succeed.
I'll never give up."
He felt a light touch on his arm, and he turned
to face his mother. She laid her head on his
shoulder.
,
"Is there no way, Cliff?" she whispered. "I
don't want you to be dishonest, but it is hard to
think of him dying in prison."
"Mother," said Cliff, sternly, "can't you see that
villain's game? If I should steal that document
and take it to Watson he would have Mr. Morgan
in his power. He would crush him. I would be
sacrificing a true friend and an honest man for
the sake of a villain. which Stephen Watson is.
He is not my friend, and depend upon it, he would
invent some way to cheat me out of the proposed
reward. I would not trust him."
"It is awful," wept the heartbroken woman . ."If
all men were honest how much different the world
"'would be."
.
"Indeed it would," said Cliff, "but don't lose
courage, mother. The1·e is only one course for me
to follow, and that is the right one. If Stephen
Watson loses in his financial battle with Mr. Morgan, then you will see a change. Desmond's political influence will fail, and he will be exposed.
All his crimes of the past will come up against
him, and he will go to prison. Then perhaps it
can be proved that my stepfather was the victim
of rascals, and something may be done for him."
Mrs. Thorley's face grew bright.-,
"You are in the right, Cliff," she cried. I can
see it all now. I.n the end right always wins. Mr.
Morgan will gain his ends, and the villains will
be defeated. I hope the day will soon come."
When Cliff went to bed that night he was unable to get to sleep until a late hour. All the
events of the day filled his mind.
, .- He hardly knew what course to pursue. The
next morning, however, he had .made up his mind
to gc to Mr. Motgan and tell him all.
Cliff went to the office at an early hour. It was
his intention to see Mr. Morgan privately and tell
him of Desmond's visit.
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If there was such a document in Morgan's safe,
upun which so much hinged, and Desmond's insinuation that he could obtain possession of it
tru-ough another channel was true, then Mr. Morgan ought to be informed of it so that he could
take measures to safeguard it.

CHAPTER XII.
Cliff Assumes Responsibilit y.
Cliff was at the office bright and early. In Mr.
Morgan's private office was the safe in which was
the document which Desmond had endeavored to
persuade him to steal.
Cliff knew the combination of the safe, having
been given it by Mr. Morgan. Only one other
person, to his knowledge, knew it, and that was
Ferson, a private clerk.
At the usual hour for Mr. Morgan to appear at
the office of Cliff was on the lookout. But the railroad magnate did not come.
Instead, he sent word that he would be out of
town for the next two days. When this announc&:i;nent came Cliff was aghast.
He felt sure that it was extremely necessary
for Mr. Morgan to know the facts concerning
Desmond's visit to him. Perhaps a day's delay
might be fatal.
Just how Desmond might get hold of the paper
Cliff did not know. He believed Ferson to be honest. At first Cliff thought of imparting his secret to the private clerk.
_
But he finally decided not to do so.
It was an anxious day for Cliff. All visitors to
the office were informed that Mr. Morgan was out
of town.
·
The newspaper had been printin.e: exciting reports of the railroad war between Watson and
Morgan. Nobody knew just how matters were,
but at once an ugly rumor spread through the
Street that Morgan's absence from his office was
significant of his defeat.
Of course Cliff knew that this was absurd. It
became necessary to post a notice on the office
door to the effect that Mr. Morgan would return
in another day, and that he had not disposed of
his railroad securities.
This was done by Ferson, who said to Cliff:
"These ;people will break in here and give us
a lot of trouble. There's a whole army of brokers
and speculators outside there now. I am sure if
Mr. Morgan had thought anything of this kind
would happen he would not have gone away."
"Tltere is no doubt of that," said Cliff, "but
what can be done? I am tired of answering questions."
So Ferson posted the notice. After that there
was less trouble.
•
But it was the most exciting day that Cliff had
seen in the Street., Later in the day Ferson went
out to lunch and Cliff had charge of the office. The
half dozen clerks and stenographer s in the place
were busy with their work. Cliff was doing_some
deep tl:finking.
He could not forget Desmond's threat, nor could,
he believe that the important document in Mr.
Morgan's safe was secure there. In some way the
crook would get hold of it. Perhaps some power-
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ful influence might be brought to bear upon .
Ferson. Who could tell?
Cliff had seen plenty of evidence of Desmond's
cunning and ability. If Mr. Morgan could only
be communicate d with. The precious document
ought to be transferred to some safer place.
Cliff knew that Mr. Morgan had private vaults
in the Safe Deposit and Trust Comvany's building, but he could not transfer it there without
Mr. Morgan's order.
The more the boy thought upon the matter the
graver it seemed. He could not bear the thought
of his kind employer being brought to ruin by the
Joss of the document, and Cliff was morally certain that if it was left in the safe this would occur. Desmond, knowing it was there, would certainly find a way to get it.
Suddenly an idea occurred to Cliff. At first he
disregarded it. Then as he thought more deeply
on the matter he began to look upon it a !S logical.
·
Why should he not personally take the matter
up? Was he not morally responsible for his employer's interests? Should he stand· by idly and
see him ruined simply because he had not been
·given authority to act?
.
·
Strictly, Cliff had no right to remove the document from the safe on his own responsibility , but
In the present case would he not perhaps be saving his employer from ruin? In such a case was
it not proper and wise for him to assume responsibility?
"It will be safer on my person than in that
safe," muttered Cliff. "I am sure of it, and I will
do it."
.
He entered the private office and closed the
door. He worked the combination and opened the
.safe. In a few moments, in one of the pigeonholes, he found the paper.
It was tied with blue ribbon. On it was writ-

~n:

.

.

"Contract--E dward Morgan and· the Great
Northwestern Railroad."
.Cliff stowed the document safely away next his
·body. He closed the safe and drew a deep breath.
"There 1" he muttered. "That will be safer with
me until Mr. Morgan returns. Then I will tell
him all and give it to him."
It seemed to Cliff as if he had relieved his mind
of a great load. Ferson returned a little later
and said:
"Now you can go out to lunch, Cliff. . Return as
soon as you can."
Cliff left the office. He went down the stairs
to the street. As he emerged on Broad street he
nearly ran into a man who had stepped out of a
doorway.
•
Cliff experienced a sudden chil\. He looked into
the dark and scowling face of Desmond.
For a moment the young messenger was spellbound. But Desmond on1y glared at him, and
with an oath dodged away into the crowd.
· He was lost to sight quickly. Cliff drew a deep
breath and muttered:
"What is that villain doing around here? He
ls up to some game."
.
Then Cliff felt a thrill of satisfaction as he reflected that the precious document, so valuable to
his employer, was next his person and, as he believed, safe.
"I'll fool him," he muttered, triumphantly .
''There is some game afoot to get into that safe.
;

Whether they will try burglary or not I do not
know. But if the paper is not there they will be
fooled, and that is all I want.:'
With a thrill of satisfaction Cliff went into a
small eating house and partook of a frugal meal.
He had made up his mind to a plan of action.
He would go that evening to Mr. Morgan's _
house and a scertain where he was and .how to
communicate with him. If possible, he would see
him and place the document in his hands.
He went back to the office a little later. He saw
nothing more of Desmond, but on the stairs he me~.'
a tough-looking fellow, who pulled his hat down
and averted his face.
Cliff was a boy of keen faculty. He had been
reared in the city of New York, and the ways of
crooks and sharpers were not unknown to him.
"Humph!" he muttered. "He looks like a yegg
man. There is something wrong around here."
But Cliff felt now all the more certain that he
had done the right thing. But about three o'clock,
and as business for the day was being wound up
in the office, Ferson called Cliff and said:
"Here is five thousand dollars in currency that
must be handed to Haard Brothers today. I wish
you would take it right over to their office and get
a receipt at once."
Cliff took his leather messenger bag and placedij
the package of banknotes in it. Then he left the
office. This time he descended in the elevator instead of by the stairs.
Haard Brothers' office was in the lower pllrt of
the city, in a little street right off Broad street.
At this hour of the day not many people were in
the vicinity. Cliff turned into the narrow street.
As he proceeded a short distance he heard steps
behind him. He looked around and saw three
men, rather roughly dressed. They did not seem
to regard him, and Cliff stepped aside to let them
pass.
Just then a rapidly-drive n marriage pulled up
at the curb right beside him. The door flew open
and a man, with a hat pulled low over his eyes,
leaped out of the vehicle.
"That's the kid! Takehim!" he cried.
t>:
Before Cliff realized it one of the men clapped ·
a hand over is mouth. He was hurled into the
cab, and the driver, -whipping up, drove away at
furious speed.
Cliff had not a moment's time or the opportunity to resist the attack upon him. He was hurled
into t.be cab and held firmly by two powerful men.
The other three on the sidewalk vanished as
the carriage dashed away. Cliff tried to struggle, but was .help1ess. An appalling sensation
came over him.
It was a terrible reflection that he was in the
hands of desperate foes. He sa:w in tb_at instant
that he was the victim of a dark plot.
That it wa s Desmond's work he had not the
least doubt. What they meant to do with him he
could only guess. Perhaps they meant to take his
life.
.
Awful horror seized upon Cliff as he remem- ,t,..
bered that the valuable document sought by Desmond was in his pocket next his body. Did the
villain know this, and was it this they were after?

(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
EARTHQU AKE TRIGGER S
One earthquake may act as a trigger in setting
o.if a number of other earthquake s, according to a
~ eory recently advanced by a scientist ·in the
Coast and Geodetic Survey. Evidence indicates
that we are now passing through a period of
widespread earthquake distribution . as if there
were a very general relief of strain in many parts
of the earth.
'
THEY LOSE SUGAR
Brain workers lose more sugar from the blood
during their toil than do manual workers, according to recent experiment s in Czecho-Slo vakia. It
is · not known just why this happens, but it is
thought it may be through some process in the
liver. Brain-work ers are particularl y liable to
colds, and the Czecho-Slo vakian physicians suspect this may be due to the reduction of their
blood sugar.
4
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THE MONKEY ON THE ROPE
The following problem is said to h ave been propounded by Lewis Carroll, who, as all know,
wrote "Alice in Wonderlan d" and "Through t~
Looking Glass," but who •vas also, as is not so
well known, a noted mathematic ian. Here is his
problem:
A rope is run over-a freely turning·pu lley. On
one end of the rope is suspended a weight; on
the other end is a monkey of exactly the same
weight. The whole system, therefore, is balanced. We consider that the rope hasrno weight
and that the pulley is frictionless . Now, suppose
the monkey climbed up his end of the rope, what
would happen? Would the weight "stay put,"
would it go up with the monkey, would it go down
-what would it do? Remember, no allowance is
made for frictfon, weight of rope, etc. Conditions are assumed to be what scientists call
"ideal."

LAUGHS
Cholly-Do you suppose that your father would
seriously object to me-aw-m arryfog you? Miss
Pert-Well , if he's anything like me he would.
"Mike!" "Phawt?" "I was just thinkin', After
we get out of the trenches an' back 'home again
how nice an' peaceful that old boiler factory will
sound to us."
·
"If not yourself," said the wealthy bacht!lor to
a charming young lady, "whom would you rather
be?" "Yours truly," was the immediate reply.
"She's the cheapest woman I k~ow of," "Why do
you say that?" "The other day \,Ve got on a car
together, and I insisted oh paying my own fare,
and she let me."
"Milligan's back from the cure. I saw him this
morning, and he looked as though he had a dash
of spirits in him." "Yes, I saw him this afternoon.
and he looked as though it was a quart."

CHECKIN G CURVED SPINES
Curvature of the spine can best be prevented,
according to a Viennese doctor's recent report, by
Wife-Give me that letter you just opened.
starting with the child when it is very young. I can see it's from a woman, and you turned pale
Too early sitting up and standing are dangerous, when you looked at it. Hubby-He re you are. It
he say.s. Carrying the child around constantly is the bill from your dress-make r. Who wouldn't
on the same arm of the parent is another cause turn pale?
of curvature of the spine. Flat mattresses in the
school age are important, he adds, and sitting all
''How's your husband getting along, Mrs.
the time or carrying heavy loads is harmful to the Fogarty?"
"Well, sometimes he's better an' somegrowing child~
. times he's worse, but from the way he growls an
takes on whin he's better, Oi think he's bettei:
whin he's worse."
EVERGRE ENS EXPLAIN ED
Evergreen leaves stay on all winter because
their sap becomes too thick to freeze, according
"Children," said the teacher, instructing the
to a new theory recently advanced by a botanist class in composition , "you should not
at the University of Idaho. In the summer, the flights of fancy; simply be'"yoursel attempt any
and write
sap is thin and flows freely. A s~dden severe what is in you. Do not imitate any ves
other person's
wst in mid-summe r could freeze the sap easily. writings or draw inspiration
from outside sour•
But as fall approaches , the starch in the leaves ces." As a result of this advice.
Tommy Wise
is converted into sugars and oil, changing the sap turned out the following
: "We should
from a thin and watery fluid into a sort of sirupy not attempt any flights ofcomposition
emulsion, very difficult to freeze. The greatest in us. In me there is my fancy, but write what is
stummick, lungs, heart,
density of the sap is reached d uring the last of liver, two apples, one piece
of pie, one stick of
J anuary.
lemon candy and my dinner."
~

<
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THE LOST HEIR
By birth I am an American. But the success
'With which I had traced out the right clues, and
which led to the capture of several.noted criminals
in this country, opened up a wider sphere of activity in my profession as a detective, and I was
frequently employed to go abroad.
By this means I was brought into contact with
the most skilful men of my class in England
and on the ,continent.
At times months would elapse without my being able to get on the right trail of the person who
was wanted; and so, when not in active duty, the
most of my time was spent among the detectives
of Scotland Yard.
One morning a group of us sat in the office, engaged in a little private game of cards, when a
telegram was handed to Nick Smith-the chief of
the force-who perused it, and with a quick
movement passed it to me.
It read thus:
''Nicholas Smith, Scotland Yard, London:
"Yesterday my infant child, a boy six months
old was stolen from Beenham Lodge. Nurse alse
gone. No trace of either. Supposed to be in London. Woman tall and slender, blonde complexion,
sharp features, light hair, blue eyes, dark gray
suit, educated, refined and graceful in manner.
Birth-mark on child of a strawberry on left arm,
near shoulder. Reason for the act, to remove the
legal heir to the Beenham estates. Spare no time
of expense to effect the capture of the thief or the
recovery of the child.
Sir Edward Pordage."
· Seeing at a glance that t}lis was an important
case, my "thinking cap," as they say, was on at
once, and I asked :
· "Where is Beenham Lodge?"
"About forty-five miles up the Thames, near
Reading," replied the chief. "Sir Edward Pordage
is one of the wealthiest noblemen in England. The
village of Beenham had a population of five or, six
hundred, and they are all tenants on his landed
estate. Sir Edward is an old man who some years
since married a young wife, and I presume this is
.the only issue of their union. It is known that if
be died childless the Applebees would_ suceed to
this vast property."
·
. "This seems to offer a clue to the motive for the
abduction."
"It is reasonable' so to infer; in fact, the telegram explicitly states this."
"This is the day for the steamer of the National
Line to sail for New York. Who knows but that
the plan is for the nurse and child to sail for
:America?"
Without a moment's hesitation I called a cab
and commanded the driver to take me to the Victoria Dock, from which the steamer sails. Hastening to the company's office, I asked of one of the

clerks:

. "What steamer sails to-day?"
. "Sails?" replied the clerk, looking at me with
evident surprise. "The stean:er has been gone two
Jioura. It left at ten."

"Have you a list of the passengers I can look
at?"
_
"Certainly, with pleasure.''
·
I ran my eye down the list of cabin passengers,
but could find no register of a lady with an infant
child. I began to think that I was wrong in my
inference, and was about to turn away when I
thought oI the steerage list, and requested the ·
• clerk to let me look at it.
"Perhaps I can be of service to you," inter- ,
posed the clerk, he imagined I was in searcl)
of the name of some friend.
My eye kept running down the column till it
rested on the name, "Mrs. Mary O'Rourke and
child." I halted then, turned to the _clerk and
asked:
"Do you remember the person who registered
this name? Was she an Irish emigrant?"
"I think I do. I received her passage money.
It was so inconvenient for her to count the money,
and write her name with her child in her arms,
that I asked her to lay it on the lounge there,
which she did. I was struck with her personal
appearance-her conversation and graceful carriage."
• " I think it was a dark gray, with a jaunty hat
partly concealed by a heavy veil. She did not belong to the common class of emigrants. Perha:gJ'
it was that she attracted my attention. But, su •
may I take the liberty of asking you why you
take so much interest in this person? Is she a
relative of yours?"
"No, not a relative--! am a detective. This woman has ·stolen the heir of Beenham Lodge, the
child of Sir Edward Pordage. The description you
have given me corresponds with that given· irr
this telegram," producing it, and which was read
by the now astonished clerk.
·
"Exactly," exclaimed the latter. ·"We can send
a cablegram, and order her arrest on the arrival
of the steamer at New York."
I told him to say nothing of the matter, and
that I would see him again. I returned to the
office and reported to the chief my discovery. He
was convinced that this woman was the nursi;,
and'lhat she had been provided with ample meal.,,:
to take the child out of the country, where the
chances of detection would be diminished.
"We will telegraph for her arrest," said the
chief.
"Not till I see you again," added I, springing
from my chair and rushing out of the office.
In a sho.rt time I was at the London office of
the Guion Line.
"When does your next steamer sail?" I eagerly
inquired.
"To-morrow morning at ten."
"What vessel sails?"
"The Arizona.''
"Good!' I ejaculated. "She's a quick one. I want
a cabin pas~e ticket; here's the money."
The ticket was made out, al\d I hastened to my
apartments to make a few necessary preparations.
I informed Mr. Smith, the chief, of my intentio ·:,
and especially requested him not to forward any
cablegram to New York, as it would place the authority of arrest in other hands, and take a feather from my cap. That night I was on the fast
express from Liverpool, and arrived in time to
catch the outgoing steamer, Arizona.
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Nothing of special note or interest occurred
during the passage, but it was evident to any
who might have taken the pains to observe that
I was very much · interested in thti speed of the
vessel, how many revolutions her screw made in a
minute, how many miles she made· an hour, in
twenty-four hours, and the probable time of . her
arrival in · New York. The voyage was made in
quiek time, and upon reaching quarantine I learned that the Queen had not yet arrived. She was
not expected till the next day.
.t Upon the arrival of the Queen· at quarantine
I was on hand, and soon on board the vessel. Of
course, my iirst attention was directed to the
steerage passengers, whom I closely scanned with
the expectation that I would be able at first sight
to detect I Mrs. Mary O'Rourke. But my search
was long and in vain, for I could not find any such
persons as had been described to me, and my
heart began to sink within me. I made many inq_airies among the passengers, and was about
giving up all hope of catching my bird, when
an ..old woman-an Irish l!migrant whom I accosted-informe d me that there was a woman
named Mary O'Rourke, with her child, down in
the forward' ho1d, and she volunteered to conduct me to her berth. I now felt sure of my prey.
The fact that she had not shown herseff on deck
tt!J)On the arrival of the vessel within sight of the
~ty-an event always most happily looked forward to by most of the passengerS--wa s additional proof to my mind that she wished to escape
observation, and I accompanied the woman down
to the forward hold.
"Here's a gentleman wishes to see ye," said
my guide, as we reached the berth.
A stout, moon-faced woman stepped out and
st<1r-ed me in the face.
"Well, sir phat ·d'ye want?" she inquired, ·her
arms akimbo.
;'Is your name Mrs. Mary O'Rourke ?"
"'Troth, "it is, sir; an' who are you, an' phat
d'ye want wid me?" ·
"Nothing, any more than I am an officer of the
port, and it is my duty to find out the condition
the passengers on their arrival. Have you any
e 1ldren with you?"
"I have one child in there, air; a balre, sir, fast
!lSleep."
· I confess that I fe1t myself outwitted for once
in my life. Somebody had made a great mistake.
It would have been a singular coinciclencce to have
two Mrs. Mary O'Rourkes sail in tr steerage on
the same vessel and on the same tr . Might not
the cl erk of the company in London nave confused
two individuals, and thus led me on a long and
fruitless journey of thousands of mil!is? This
Mary O''Rourke could not be the woman whom
I was searching for.
With not the best mood of spirit I ascended to
the deck, and passed aft, to where a large number of the cabin passenger s were gazing and
admiring · the beauties of the varied scener y of
the harbor. I halted and stood .for a moment '
t:,lnsfixed, for my eyes fell upon the woman I
wAnted. The description corresponr1 ' perfectly.
I had an intuition that I was righL I watched
her movements closely for a few mmutes. She
carried herself with a refined and distinguished
air that showed that she was a woman accus-
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tomed to move in good society.
Withal she
appeared cool and self-possessed, with not the
slightest sign of fear or suspicion.
The vessel by this time had nearly reached the
dock, and there was no time for delay. I resolved
to adopt the "surprise plan" of arrest, and so
stepping up to the woman, said in a blunt,
authoritative way:
"You are my prisoner."
"Your prisoner!" shrieked the woman.
"You have stol!;!n the child o:t Sir Edward
Pordage, of Beenham Lodge, England." The
charge was so unexpected and specific, and under
circumstances So improbable,- that the wom;i~
now trembling like an aspen leaf, clenched her
hands, and with eyes turned downward upon the
deck, uttered, in a moan:
"Oh, I'm lost! I'm lost! I've sold myself to
commit a crime for others."
"Where is the child?" I a.sked, when she had
1
somewhat recovered.
·
"Down in the steerage."
,
"With a Mrs. Mary O'Rourke ?"
"Yes."
"How is it that the child is in the • possession ·
of another Mrs. Mary O'Rourke ?"
"On the day before our arrival I employed
her to assume the name and take charge of the
child till we landed."
When the vessel touched the wharf, I led my
precious charge down the gangway, the womari
carrying the babe in her arms. I gav~ my orders
where to have the luggage sent, and then assisted
my captured beauty into a cab, and we wer!l
driven to my hotel. We took the first outgoing
steamer, and in time arrived in Beenham without any mishap, where I delivered the child to
its anxious parents, and the fair prisoner tc,
the custody of the law.

HONKS OF CAPTURED LA.DY WHALE ON
JOY RIDE PARALYZE TRAFFIC
A half-grown female whale, alive and "blowing" every sixteen seconds, was brought along
the Great North Road, Londoli, re1entlJ· from
Mabelthorpe to London in an automobile auck.
The spectacle paralyzed traffic.
The whale, weighing a ton and a half, was
washed ashore in Lincolnshire. Natural History
Museum officials who went to get it found it alive.
It continued blowing at interv'als close together,
as it went along the road. and after each · blow
lifted its tail as if about to dive.
At Mabelthorpe an elderly woman tried to feed
1t br ead. At another point along the road a cat
rushed out and jumped on it, probably mistakin!r'
it for a large hel'.ring. Just at that ivoment the
whale blew again and the cat· hurried away.
As the whale reached the end of its 130 mile
journey, just at the outskirts of London, it blew
a terrific blast, burst a blood vessel and died. The
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is investigating. In the meantime the
museum officials are making a plaster cast of the.
animal at the museum in th!l- centre of London,
and the whale's presence is advertised by a penetrating odor.
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CURRENT NEWS
HUNTING TYPHOID
Two thirds of the population, according to a
South American physician, are not susceptible to
typhoid, and he is trying to find out how those
who are susceptible may be discovered so they
may be inoculated beforehand and made immune.
CYLINDRICAL HOUSES
Cylindrical houses are • being erected in Ger.many to solve the housing problem. The houses
are of standardized construction, all sections being interchangeable. Rooms are on two floors,
and a cupola intended for storage purposes surmounts the house.
"ALBATROSS" GLIDER
A new type of glider, or motorless airplane, is
under construction in 'Berlin. It is inte.nded to
·imitate a s closely as possible the structure and
soaring action of large birds such as the albatross,
and has one of its paten~ed features, joints in its
wings which permit ·radical changes in the positions of the outer half of their length. It will be
much larger than the earlier gliders, comparing in
size with the a¥erage mot?red monoplane.
HOW OLD IS ANN? QUESTION REVIVED
Is pretty Irene Czabarek seventeen or ,e ighteen?
Her papa says she's seventeen. Her mother says
she's eight.een. Irene says she's eighteen.
On the answer depends whether George Gillespie, garage-owner, will marry Irene or go to jail
on a charge of contributing to the delinquency of
a minor.
CLOTHES FROM GRASS
The secret of turning tropical grasses and other
fibrous substances into clothes to wear is believed
to have been solved by Dr. Dinshaw Nanji of Birmingham University, says Science Magazine.
Chemical processes are said to have been perfected for separatin~ the fibres from the raw
materials and preparmg them for spinning. The
fabrics, if commercially successful, may take the
place of cotton in the regions where large supplies of grasses are available. It is thought that
new and interesting materials may be developed
for wearing apparel and for other uses.
EYES WITHOUT BODIES
Chickens' eyes growing in a glass dish with
no chicken to grow on were the unusual spectacles
presented before a meeting of the Royal Society,
London, by T. S. P. Strangeways and Dr. H. B.
Fell. The two physiologists opened eggs that had
been incubated for from 64 to 70 hours, remov-ed
the eyes from the embryos within, and planted
them in a medium composed of the blood plasma
of fowls and an -extract of embryonic tissue. The
eyes continued to grow and develop in what was
characterized as "a surprisingly normal way."

T

RUBBER PAVEMENT
Tests on rubber block pavement, laid one and
one-half years ago at the entrance to the Boston
City Hospital, have shown marked advantages
says Science Magazine. In addition to having
worn but little during the interval, the pavement
has the advantage that snow and ice do not
collect on it in winter as on other types of pave
ment, thus doing away with slipperiness. The
blocks are also almost noiseless and vibrationless.
These rubber paving blocks are an invention of
R. F. Herrick, a consulting engineer of Boston.
They _are made la rgely of reclaim ed rubber. Those
used m the present t est are 12 by 6 inches in area
and 2 inc~es thick and are laid in plastic sand and
cement d1rectl;r on the street foundation. Their
edges were given a coat of asphalt paint immediately before laying.
SYNTHETIC PETROLEUM
A new method of cheaper svnthesis of a high

grade motor fu el in Germany may go far toward..~
the solution of ~he motor fuel problem in th~:
future. The Berlm professor, Franz Fischer who
recentl~ devised means of making liquid fuels
SY?thet1~ally from coal products, has now simplified his process so that he can dispense with
costly high pressure apparatus that has stood in
the way of its commercial development.
Semi-coke, a new industry by-product for which
a commercial u_se has not yet _been found, may be
used. as the basis of synthesis of this new gasoline.
Semi-coke is left over in the low temperature
carbo!lization of coal in the making of tar oils. In
the Fischer process water gas from which the new
liquid fuel is condensed can be made from coke or
semi-coke, and the latter, it is claimed, would be
an ideal starting material.

<,
THE PARADOi OF THE YOUNG GREEK
LAWYER
A young Greek scholar studied law under a
great master. The arrangement was that the
scholar need not pay for his teaching until he had
won his first case. Time went on, the scholar
never tried a case. and the master haled him before the court. The scholar elected to defend himself.
The master ·s aid. "I do not care how this case
is decided; for if it is decided in my favor I shall
receive my fee by virtue of the decision, while if
it goes against me my pupil, who is conducting
his own defense, will have won his own case and
will have to pay me by his' agreement."
The pupil said: "For my part, I do not care
how the case come out, either, for if it is decided in my favor I will not have to pay by virtue of the decision; while if it goes against m~
I will ,still have to win my first case and so need
not pay."
·
It is not 1·eported what the judges said, but
who can detect the flaw in the arguments of either.
side?
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BRIEF BUT POINTED .
TREE-IN- A-TREE IS OREGON DISCOVER Y
A section of a "canibal fir," forty-five inches in
diameter, imprisonin g a smaller tree, fifteen
inches in diameter, has been added to the collection of forest curios at the Oregon Agricultur al
College.
The larger tree which grew in a forest of
.:western Oregon, i; approxima tely 215 years old.
PARIS READY TO BUILD SUBWAYS
Plans to create subways in Paris make pr?gress. The decision was taken some time ago with
a veiw of facilitating the crossing of the congested grande boulevards by pedestrians .
Th2 actual plans have been dr~wn up and a
jury of experts appointed to examme them.
MUSCLE HAS "RED CELLS"
The muscles of the human body, it has recently
been discovered, are filled with a red coloring
substance ·almost identical with that in the red
blood cells of the blood. The amount of this red
substance seems to determine largely the power
of the muscle. and it disappears rapidly if the
_;uscle is paralyzed, thus showing the i:mportance
,£ exercise in keeping the muscle in trim.
"PUNCTU RE VINE" KIL1;,ED
The "puncture vine," the worst enemy of tires
with which California motorists have to contend,
has met its match. Treatment of the vines with
,a cheap mineral oil results in their speedy death,
and a second treatment finishes the destruction of
the troublesom e burs that attach themselves to
the treads of tires and work their wiry points
through the tubes. The scientific name of the
vine is Tribulus terrestris, which means ''trouble
of the earth."
MAN BATTLES SNAKE THAT RIDES IN
AUTO
~._A street battle between a man and a five-foot
snake which had been brought to Harrodsbu rg
on the axle of an automobile from a remote section of Mercer County, occasioned a near panic_.
Tom Catam hardware merchant, after makmg
unsuccessf ul ~:fforts to kill the reptile with a
stick, seized it by the tail and dashed its head
against the sidewalk.
POPULAT ION DECREAS ING
Population scares and overcrowdi ng predictions are not given much support by some recent
figures coming out of Europe. If the E~ropeans
live as long, on the average, as they did before
the war (about fifty years), then twenty births
per thousand of population are ?'leeded to _keep t~e
population constant. But the birth rate m Berlm
in 1925 was barely twelve per thousand. In
~nee the last census gave a smaller population th~n befQre the war, despite the addition of
Alsace-Lor raine, and three million foreigners
who have moved on. Germany's birth rate has
already been reduced to that of France's, and is
still going down.

MASTER PENDULU M _FOR WORLD'S
TIME
Synchroniz ation of the electrical pulse of the
world, so that all astronomie al, telegraphic and
radio instrument s shall be in exact tune with each
other, is proposed in a communica tion presented
by A}bert Einstein, famous German physicist, to
the League of Nations Committee on Intellectua l
Co-operatio n.
The idea which Professor Einstein indorses
was first suggested bf Professor Arthur Korn,
the German inventor of television. In the complexities of modern civilization , time instrument s
accurate to microscopic fractions of seconds frequently determine the success or failure of important scientific work, govern industrial processes involving millions of dollars, and even
gu~d the safety of human lives. Professor Korn's
proposal is that instead of the many separate
clocks now used, a single master pendulum of extreme precision be employed, and its beats be signaled throughout the world by studio.
"Periodical signals with a period of from 1-200
to 1-500 seconds might be taken from a precision
pendulum by means of a television apparatus, "
suggests Professor Korn. ''The length or duration of the signals might be graded so as to mark
seconds and tenths of seconds. An agreement
should be arrived at as to which wireless transmitting station should undertake this duty and as
to the wave length. These signals should be received by relay stations in the various countries
and broadcast o'ver smaller areas. Such stations
need not be particularl y powerful; five kilowatts
would be sufficient. The synchronis m might, if
necessary, be transmitted further from these receiving stations by means of wires.
"Such a wireless transmissio n of world synchronism would, at first sight, appear to be cost-..
ly," Professor Korn states. "But the cost would
probably be amply compwsate d for by tlie considerable saving w.hich the elimination of the individual synchroniz ing apparatus or telegraphic
.installatio ns depending on close synchronis m
would represent. Since it would probably not be
easy to reach a practical agreement in these matters between the great wireless companies, the
governmen ts .should themselves interveen and
reach an agreement at an internation al conference."
·
Commendin g the proposal, Professor Einstein
has outlined the procedure contemplat ed to put it
into practical operation. He says: "The com•
mittee would invite the governmen ts of the countries in which the larger wireless firms are estab- '
lished to convene an internation al wireless congress. This congress would then have to enter
into the necessary agreements for the execution ·
of the undertakin.R" described.
·
"The object of this proposal is to overcome the
mutual jealousies of the firms concerned and to
prevent the scattering of forces and the complications of internation al communii;a tions which
must necessarily result from the existence .of sev•
eral dependent synchroniz ing apparatuse s."
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOQKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contaba
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
f!Pl':AUER.-Cont nining a vnriPd nssortment of stump
spPPChPs, Ne!<"rO. Dutch nnd Irish. A !so end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUM.-A grnnd
<'Ollection of Alhum Verses suitnble for any time and
occasion; embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment.
Rumor. Respect, and Condolence; also Verses Sultablo
for ValPntines nnd _Weddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handv little book. !<"ivln!<" thP rules nnd full <llrectlons
for plavlng F.uchre. Crlhbnge, Cnsino, Forty-five,
Rounce, ·P,-dro Sancho. Drnw Poker, Auction Pitch. All
Fours, nn<I mnnv othPr populnr g11mP• of cards.
No. 58. How · TO WRITE LETTERS.-A won<lerful
little hook, telling vou how to write to yonr sweetheart,
vour fathPr, mother, sister, brother. employer: and In
1 fact everyhoity and anyhor1~· yon wish to write to.
0

No, 511, HOW TO COT,LECT STAMPS ANO COINS.-

Containing v.alunhle information regarding the collectlni? and nrranglng of stamps and coins. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE 11msrnAT, INFITRUJ\ll'!NTS.
-Full tllrecttons how to make R BRnjo. Violin. Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylonhone and other musical lnstrumentR;
togethPr with a bri ef description of nf'arly every mus!•
cal instrumPnt used in ancient or modern times. Pro·
fu•<'lv illustrated.
No: 58. llOW TO BFJ A nETECTJVE.-By Old Kini
Jlrndy, th!' wPll-known detective. In which he lny11
<lown some vnhrnhle rnles fol' heglnnel'S, And also re·
JatPs some afl\rpntul'e• of well-known detPctlvea.
No. 61. Ho,v TO BF,COMl': A BOWLFJR.-A comp)P.t4

mnnnnl of howling Containing full instrnctlona for
plnying all thP •tnnclnrd American and Germnn games:
together with rulPs and systems In u se by the principal
_
bowling clnb•.
No. 64. HOW To· J\IAKE El'..ECTRTCAL J\IACHTNE!!.

.-Containing full itirPctlons for making electrical machines, Induction coils. dynamo s. and mnny novel toys
to hP worked by electr!city. By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully
lllustrnted
No. 67. Ho,v TO DO ELE<'TRH'AL TRJCKS.-Contalning a large collPctlon of instructive and hlgbl:t
nmnsing PlPctrlcnl tricks, together with Illustrations. BJ
A . AndPrson.
No. 69. ROW TO no SLEIOHT-OF-:i'fA ND.-Contain-lng over flrtv of thP latest n nd bPst tricks used by ma•
girinns. A!so <'ontaining the secr~t of seco nd sight.
Fullv lllustrntPd
No. 72. llOW TO no RTXTY TRICKS WTTH CARD~.
-1-0mbrn!'lng nil of thp Jat.-st and most deceptive cnrd
tricks. with lllustrations.
No. 73.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBFJRR.-

Showlng many curious tricks with flgnr,:s on<l the
mniric of nnrnhers. Ry A. Ani1!'rson. Fully illustrated.
No 74 now TO WRTTJI: L'ETTF.RR CORRECTT,Y.ContRi ninlt fnll instructions f'lr writing letters on almost any snb.lect: slso rnlPs for punctuation and com•
position. with spPcht1en letters.
No. 76. now TO Tl':LT, 'FORTUNllJFl

nv

TJJE HAND.

- C'ontalninl,? rulPS for telling fortunPs by the nld of
Jines of thP hand. or the secl'et of pnlmistry. Also the
secr<'t o f telling f11t11re events by ald of mole, marks,
scars. Pt'!. Jllu strnter1.
So. 77. HOW TO no FORTY ~RICKS WITH
CARDS.-Contnlnin a: <leceptive Cnr<I Tricks as perform·
ed by lPndlnir Mnjnrns snit mnJ?klans.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOJ\IE AN ACTOR.-Containl ng
complete lnstrnctlons how to make np fol' vnrloua
charactns on the stage; together with the dntle• of the
~tnge Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
M;r:;, RO. GUS WJJ, LIAMS' JOKR BOOK.-Contnlnln g
the latest jokPs. anecdotes an!' funny stories of thla
world -renownP<l GPrmRn comeillnn.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALJ\tJRTRY.-Ch ntninlng tlu!
most approved metho<ls of rP11cllng the lines on the
hand, togethn with a full explanntlon of their mennlng.
nhrenology, Rnd . thA kPy for tellln~
Al so exnlaininir
<'ha~ncter hy t'hr h1•mn• on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A.c.s: Fully illustrated.
01' will be aent to aa::,
addreaa qn receipt of p1'I.,., ltlc. per cop:,,
ln moner or atampa, by

ll!'or aale by all ne,ndeal.,ra,
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